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ABSTRACT

The new oxidative technique, SbCl^-SO^, has heen used to
prepare and record the E.S.R. spectra of the radical cations of

octafluoronaphthalene; 2H-heptafluoronaphthalene; 2,6H-hexa-

fluoronaphthalene; 2,3>7H-pentafluoronaphthalene; 2,3,6,7H-

tetrafluoronaphthalene (dimer cation); 5>6,7»8H—tetrafluoro¬

naphthalene and is described in detail. Unlike perfluorinated

anions which could not he detected by E.S.R., those highly-

fluorinated radical cations are stable at room temperature for

several hours. The fluorine hyperfine splittings are much larger

than those observed for fluorinated anions and the spectra display

pronounced linewidth and intensity anomalies. The spectrum of 2H

-heptafluoronaphthalene could not be analysed. The fluorine

hyperfine splittings have been used in conjunction with McLachlan
1

spin density calculations of jo^,Op to determine the magnitudes
F P

of the spin polarisation parameters (26), and

(25) for radical cations by performing least squares fits to

those equations. The values obtained are much larger than the

corresponding values for fluorinated anions (p.132) and attempts

are made to show how this arises.

'

Footnote:

In this thesis the notation A,B = A and B (where A and B are

numbers or quantities) is extensively used.
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1.

CHAPTER I t IifTRODUCTIOfl

A, General

Tha investigation of the electronic structure of radical

ions by E.S.R. Spectroscopy is novr well established and has
1-5

been reviewed in detail. In addition, Annual Reviews of

Physical Chemistry and Annual Reports of the Chemical Society,

both since 1^54> provide a yearly account of progress in the

field. This thesis is concerned with E.3.R. studies of radical

ions in solution and there follows a brief summary of the

relevant theory; more detailed accounts are given in references 2

and 3.

1. Hyperfine Interactions in Solution and
^

The Zeeman Hamiltonian for the interaction of the unpaired

electron of radical Ions in solution with a strong magnetic

field, I-I, is

- <5#h§z
where *3^ is the ^--component of the electron spin angular momentum
operator; g, the g value, is the isotropic component of the g

tensor and^ is the Bohr magneton. The eigenvalues of this
Hamiltonian are E^ = 5.■p. and Eg = -g'g^fe and their difference,

~ gjH« If the system is allowed, to absorb radiation of fixed

microwave frequency jp, resonance occurs at a val\ie of K where

h* = &E = sfSl (2)



2

In the majority of radicals a series of hyperfine absorption

lines and not a. single line are5 however9 obtained as the unpaired

electron also interacts with any magnetic nuclei present in the

radical. Those lines appear at slightly different field values

when H is varied through resonance. The Eamiltonian, "H^for
this interaction is the sum of the anisotropic dipolar interactioh

^ t ^ '^| |
Ilamiltonian, and the isotropic contact interaction term, .

In the strong field approximation

where gjjspjj a^e "the nuclear g value and nuclear magneton respectively

(3)

and the sum is over all magnetic nuclei;, is the z-component

of the nuclear spin angular momentum operator and the

position vectors of.the unpaired electron and nucleus, n.

Weissman'' has shown that the rapid tumbling in solution causes

II' to vanish leaving only

h

(4)
( •* * n

where o(r-r ) is the Dirac delta function for the distance
n

between the unpaired electron and nucleus n and a^ is the
isotropic hyperfine splitting of this nucleus.

The total effective Hamiltonian is thus

0

(5)
n



t)
_l»

As is much smaller than , the hyperfine energy levels can

he regarded as small perturbations of and the eigenvalues
k A

of II found from first order perturbation theory* If v^is the

total molecular electronic wave function, the hypcrfine energy

levels, S , are to a first order given by
ri

ti (6)

,-nd e' .<Yff0ly? (7)

It is seen from (7) that interaction of the unpaired electron

with a single nucleus n causes both to split into (2In +1)
hyperfine levels* The selection rules for transitions between

those levels aredm = -1, AmT = 0 where m = —g-9 mT = -;-I +(l ~l)
s ' In s ^ In n, n '

. . . o . •- -I are the eigenvalues of9I respectively and I
n ° z nz n

is the spin quantum number of nucleus, n. (21^ l) hyperfine
lines, separated by a^, are therefore obtained by interaction
with a single nucleus.

A radical ion may contain numbers 11. ,N_,N_ etc. of symmetrically
jrl jj O

equivalent nuclei of type ASB,C with nuclear qua.ntum numbers I.,

I^»Iq respectively. If a^a^a^, each of the (211^1^+ l) hyperfine
lines obtained by interaction with type A is further split into

(2NpI^-i- l) lines by interaction with nuclei of type B etc.
Complete analysis of such an E„S«R„ spectrum gives all hyperfine

splitting constants a, to.^9an9 etc.A i'J 0

The isotropic byperfino splitting, a^, from nucleus n is
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6
related to the wave function*^ by the expression

a
n

8 m

fn (8)
is value of ^ at the nucleus and o , the unpaired

Jn '{WLH-VKMA
spin density at nucleus n, is defined as

2 (9)
k

where the summation is over all the electrons. 8, is the Ti¬ki7,

component of the spin angular momentum opers/fcor of electron k

and 3^, the z-component of the total spin angular momentum for the

radical.

This thesis is concerned with 7T -electron radical ions where

the unpaired electron moves in a 15" orbital with nodes at the

nuclei. Many molecular calculations on such planar TT systems

assume the (T-If separability approximation, i.e. that

v-ojy^] (10)

whereand ^j^are functions of only CTand only "ST" - electron
co-ordinates respectively and <b is the antisymmetrization operator

with respect to (T* ■ff interchange.^ Within this approximation,

all nuclei in a 7T radical ion lie in the nodal plane of % and
therefore o^and an(8) must both equal zero. Thus the very existence
of hyperfine interactions indicates some departure from CT-IT

separability. Hence, in order to relate theory with experiment,

some relationship between a^ andTj* must be developed.
A relationship of this kind for aromatic protons was established

by KcConnell^"^^" who theoretically examined the hyperfine interaction



in a C-tf fragment. He postulated an exchange polarisation of the

electrons in the C--I1 CPbonding orbital by the unpaired Tf -

electron on the carbon atom leading to net unpaired spin density

at the proton. He made allowance for this effect by admixing into

the ground state wave function a small amount of the excited

doublet valence bond function where both Cfelectrons in the C~H

bond have parallel spins. The use of first order perturbation

theory resulted in the approximate relationship

- -yfi-aj) p fc
-

<^c = a (11)
where aTT,aTT are the isotropic hypcrfine splittings of the proton

il Jt'l

and. a free hydrogen atom respectively and the unpaired

spin density on the carbon atom, is taken to bo unity for a G—II

fragment,. 0* the spin polarisation para-meter, is a constant for

the C—II fragment and is defined by the terms within the brackets.

The quantities

aH

<htrt*h) =I!h( 1M 2) j eX Jrr (1) h( 2) ill* dX,3.2" ^1?

rr 2, (!2)
and^TT^s) -J| s(l)-TT(2;f Vrlr,hr(l)s(2)d1'1df;

are exchange integrals involving orbitals*W,h and. s where "IT, h

are the carbon 2p_ and hybrid orbitals respectively and s is the
w

hydrogen Is orbital. SQis the ovcrla-p integral between h and s
and fliE is the difference in energy between the bonding and

antibonding configurations. Molecular orbital treatments gave

essentially identical results. The theory was also extended, to

polyatomic "TT—electron radicals ^ wliere o^l resulting in the



McConnell relationship

\ " \'Hfi (13)
H

where a^, the hyperfine splitting from the proton attached to
carbon atom i varies linearly with the "IT-electron spin density,

o., on that atom. The superscript on the spin polarisation
■v* 1

H
parameter, ^qjj, refers to the nucleus (here a proton) giving rise
to the splitting and the subscript refers to spin polarisa/tion

in the G-H CTbond by unpaired"tf spin density on the associated

carbon atom.

The introduction of (13) made possible detailed comparisons

of 'experimental* values of p. with those calculated from various
J1

types of 7T-electron approximations (see chapter III,B). The

validity of those approximations to describe the ground states of

JT-electron radicals could therefore be estimated. The magnitude
T.T

of
j had first to be established, however, and numerous attempts

to do so theoretically have resulted in values from -20 to -30
12

gauss e.g. Jarrett has evaluated all the terms in equation (ll)
T-T

and obtained Q^T = -28 gauss. For some radicalsis determined
by symmetry or can be reliably estimated as in the benzene negative

13 H 14
ion where Q"p. = -22,5 gauss or in the methyl radical where
}I

QJjI = -23.03gauss. -Similar considerations, however, for other
radicals give quite different values e.g. the cyclooctatetraene

IP Ti 1£) II
anion J (Qqjj = -25.60) or the butadiene anion = -20.81).

H
Thus, although (13) is approximately valid, Q„TT does vary from one0x1

radical species to another.
i 7

The pairing theorem"*" predicts that the radical cations



and anions of even-alternant hydrocarbons should have the some

values of o., hut the proton hyperfine splittings of the former
u

are found to he larger than the corresponding splittings of the

latter. This could arise either from a breakdown of the pairing

theorem or from variation of with excess charge. Bolton andOil

18 1
Fraenkel's work on proton and C hyperfine splittings in the

cation and anion of anthracene, however, established the validity

of the pairing theorem and led to the conclusion that variations
H

in the splittings must arise from variations in For the

cation and anion of anthracene the best values of are -29,

-25 gauss respectively and similar values have been found for the

radical ions of other even-alternant hydrocarbons. Colpa and

Bolton"'"'' have extended the McConnell relationship (13) to account

for thoso excess charge effects. Their molecular orbital treat¬

ment, based on second order perturbation theory, resulted in the

equation

ai = 4 KCIlC]j0i
II H

where QCE(0) is the value of for the neutral C-H fragment
and K^L. is a theoretical constant which is negative in sign. TheOil

term is the excess TTcharge density on the ith carbon atom and

is given by the expression

fci - 1 - li (15)
where is the total it -oloctron density on atom i. Thus

positive for cations and negative for anions. Values of = -27

gauss and K?7T - -12 gauss best accomodate a wide range of experimentalOn
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data.

20
Giacometti et alia maintained,, however;, that the direct

effect of excess charge is too small to account for the variations,

but have obtained an equation similar to (14) by including the

effect of nearest-neighbour 2p interactions with the C-H fragment.
If

21
Bolton later presented a calculation of the exchange integrals

in (ll) including the effect of the excess charge in changing the

orbital screening exponents of the carbon atom. The results

predicted an equation of the form of (14) with a negative value of

KqP* addition, Vincow has prepared the radical cation of
benzene in the solid state and, by comparison of the hyperfinc. splitting

with that of the benzene negative ion, found the Colpa-Bolton

theory to bo in best agreement with experiment.

H
The magnitude of 0pTT (13) has often boon established by comparingCII

experimental hyperfine splittings with spin densities calculated

from the various types ofTT-electron approximation. This procedure

is of limited use if the resulting value of Q" is then usedOil

to compare 'experimental' and theoretical spin densities for

other species in the manner previously discussed. Several attempts

have been made to solve this problem by calculation of c£. ^jHsi-2,23,24
Ori

and most of those have used first order perturbation theory.

24notable exception being the work of Higuchi who extended the

25calculation to higher orders. Vincow et alia have recently
II

presented molecular orbital calculations of Q„ which improve
On

on those previous attempts by eliminating some of their cruder

approximations and have also extended the calculations



to higher orders in perturbation theory. This work is now discussed
K

was calculated-by considering configuration interaction

between a ground state configuration

Yo = (l6)
and excited configurations

Yl - 1/0 [I 1oO1"SC^B|?'|- |1S0nchd3?Bi^
y -1/0anc

(17)

-2!i:yd'2r3t4?t}
^ correspond to a one-electron excitation from
"where are respectively the bonding and anti-bonding molecular

orbitals for the C-Il fragment. The other terms are as follows:
o

Is is the Is atomic orbital on carbon, h_and h- are sp'~ hybrid
c *23

orbitals on carbon and It is the 2n atomic orbital on carbon.

H
To a first order in perturbation theory, Gd„ is given by the

expression (l8)

where ^(r^-r^)<j)^(|^is the density ^p(|^ at the proton and &E is the
difference in energy between and &. . The molecular orbitals

JB^A were aPProximatpd .as follows
= A-i-I v^^jhj sjj j ■ (Xh-^+s)
= ^-M-K^hJ ^J (A^+s) ( 19)

yCj = -(l^-A^hj
O

v;here h^,s are the c<arbon sp hybrid orbital directed towards the
proton and the hydrogen Is orbital respectively and A is the

'polarity' parameter of the C-H bond. The optimum value of^C,
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i.e. one which leads to a which most closely approximates the

corresponding SCF orbital, was obtained by minimising the energy

EQ - H with respect to A. Slater type minimum basis set
atomic orbitals were used to evaluate the exchange integral in

equation (l8). „ , , ..GH was found to equal -27 gauss.

H 24.
Previous calculations of QrTT> except for Higachi's, tookvli

no account of C-H bond polarity. Some of those attempts, e.g.

12
that of Jarrett who used equation (ll), also involved neglect

of the 'overlap* term ^h1(l)tK2<TT( l)s(2)y arising from the
expansion of the integral l)lT(2)frr(l)|A(2)^in (18). Many
calculations also neglected the overlap integral (h^DjsU)) =

in equation (19) which Vincow estimated to be 0.71

atomic units and therefore of significant magnitude. For those

reasons, Vincow*s calculation represents a considerable improvement

in rigour over previous attempts but is still of limited quantit¬

ative significance. This arises from the fact that 3CF equations

for a fragment, as distinct from a real molecule, cannot be solved

and the approximations (19) involvingA. must be used instead.

Furthermore, a limited basis set of atomic orbitals has V en used

in constructing^j^jW,^ and. also incomplete configuration inter¬
action has been used (pec chapter 111,13). The work is of considerable

importance, however, as quantitative calculations of the scnsit-
H

ivity of Q to variations in the parameters and. approximations of
On

the theory have been performed. Those are now discussed,
H

Qqjj was not found to be very dependent on the bond polarity
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parameter Ft and variations of the latter from 0.8 to 1.2 caused

to decrease by only 10^o. The optimum value ofwas found to

be close to unity.
H

<4_ was found to be extremely sensitive to the value of theOil

hydrogen Is orbital shielding exponent a*id a 10^> variation in

the former corresponded to a change of only 0.03 in "the latter.

The sensitivity of to variations in the 2p^,2p orbital
exponents was a!lso of significant magnitude, though much less

than for variations in This led Vincow to speculate that

the difference in hyperfine splittings between the radical

cations and anions of even-alternant hydrocarbons (p. '] ) may

result more from the influence of the excess 1T charge on the

optimum value of the hyd.rogcn Is orbital exponent than on the

orbital exponents of carbon. Pitz,er^° has performed molecular

orbital calculations on methane and found the optimum,value of

- 1.14. Vincow shows that the use of this value in

(18) results in an increase of Q* from about -25 gauss to aboutOn

-45 gauss. He concludes that the excellent agreement of calcul¬

ated and experimental values of Q* may; be purely fortuitous.Oil ;.

The calculation was also extended to second, and higher

orders of perturbation theory but with the same two excited

co nfigurations Vl¥2 admixed withV^, no change in the magnitude
of was found. Inclusion of a third configuration correspond-Ori

ing to a two—electron excitation from to however, resulted
/ H ?8

in an increase of about 10jc in Qq-j. Malrieu had previously
proposed a general second order perturbation .treatment of proton
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hyperfine splittings and had estimated the second-order contribution
H

to to be about 25%0 of the first-order contribution. Although

Vincow's result is smaller than Malrieu's, it nevertheless confirms

the importance of pursuing the calculation to higher orders.

Hyperfine interactions of magnetic nuclei other than protons
23

have been treated by McLachlan ct alia who removed a few minor

restrictions from McConnell's theory and generalised this theory

to include all magnetic nuclei lying in the nodal plane of a7T-

radical. Hence C"^ and N ^ splittings could also be related to

% (10). Their theory yielded the result

an = tr (20)
where o is the normalisedTT-electron spin density matrix and Q

is a hyperfine coupling matrix whose elements depend, on CP7T

exchange integrals and excited CTtriplet states, An expanded

theory which considered not only spin polarisation of the C—II (T

electrons but also the Is carbon electrons and all electrons in

2
the other two bonds of the sp hybridised carbon atom was developed.

29
by Karplus and Fraenkel. Their treatment was later extended to
j,30,31 and refs. ]q32

N and F splittings. A good account of C

and splittings is given by Bolton in 'Radical Ions'the
19F co.se is^ discussed in 33 of this chapter,

2. Previous Work on Radical Ions

Although the radical anions of a large number of compounds

containing nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur"^ and other

heterocyclic atoms have been studied, particularly in recent
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yenrSy much more work has "been done on aromatic and substituted

aromatic hydrocarbons. Chapter 8 of Ayscough3 contains a compre¬

hensive account of anion studies in solution.

Preparative techniques used for anion generation have been

numerous and only a few of the more important ones are mentioned

37here. Electrolytic reduction in organic solvents, pioneered by

Maki and Geske, (see p. 39 ), has been used extensively, particularly
38for nitro and carbonyl species, and has been reviewed by Adams.

It is a more gentle reduction procedure than the widely used

39alkali or alkaline-earth metals in TUP, DME or liquid ammonia..

The classic work of Levy and Meyers4^ on electrolytic reduction

in liquid ammonia has provided the theoretician vrith experimental

data for a range of important aliphatic species. An increasing

amount of xtfork on fast flow techniques44 is also being reported.

The more important studies of radical cations in solution

have been 011 benzenoid or polynuclear hydrocarbons or their alkyl

42
or alkoxy derivatives and representative oxidising systems

include concentrated HoS0 43 Sb.Cl[_-CH0Cl.Jf4 A1C1 -CH-dfoS Bik-30 4°4 j 3 3*- 5 *-

ana more recently CF^CO^II-CIOJOg.4'' Unreported radical cations
for which the corresponding anions have been prepared in solution

are those of the even-alternant hydrocarbons, benzene, naphthalene,

biphenyl and. cyclooctatetraene. Those unsubstituted cations and

especially the benzene cation, where the spin density is determined

by symmetry, are of particular importance as, 011 account of their

small size, the values of p.(l3) can be calculated more accurately
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than for the radical cations of anthracene, tetracene, pyrene etc.

Analysis of their solution spectra would thus provide "better data

to test the pairing theorem and the theories of Colpa and Bolton

and Giacometti et alia (p. 7 )• The preparation of the radical

cation of azulene is also of importance as this species provides

one of the few examples xtfhere molecular orbital and valence bond
A P

theory predict different unpaired spin distributions.

A large and. increasing number of heterocyclic cations contain¬

ing nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur and phosphorus have also been reported
49

for many of which electrolytic oxidation has been employed.

Chapter 4 of "Radical lons"'^" contains a good, account of hetero¬

cyclic cations and of some interesting work on amino and substit¬

uted. amino systems.

This wealth of experimental data for radical ions has resulted

in equation (13) being used to obtain 'experimental' values of ru

from the corresponding hyperfine splittings, a. . Values of
1 OH

of about -25, --29 gauss(p. 7 ) have usually been used for anions,

cations respectively. Those values of ju have been compared
with 'theoretical' values calculated from a number of different

typc3 of7T-electron approximations including Iluckel molecular

orbital, valence bond, McLachlan approximate 8CF, restricted

and unrestricted SCF-MO, etc. (see chapter The excellent

agreement often obtained has been interpreted, by many authors as

a verification of the accuracy of 'fC-electron theory to describe

the ground states of molecules. Whore poorer agreement has been

obtained., the validity ofTT—electron theory has been questioned
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but equation (13) has usually been applied without due regard
2S

for its approximate character. The work of Vincow et alia (p.3)
JT

has shown that the magnitudes of Q™T- for radical cations and
Oil

anions may well be larger, so that the values of may well be

smaller., and in less good agreement with TP-electron theories,

ouch theories may therefore give somewhat less accurate descript¬

ions of the ground states of radicals than has been previously

thought to be the case. This, of course, does not apply to those

radical ions where is determined by symmetry but such cases

are relatively few.

25In addition, Vincow has carried out ;JCF calculations on

the C-K molecule, as distinct from the C—II fragment, and has

shown that a large basis set of atomic orbitals and very extensive

configuration interaction are necessary in order to obtain con¬

vergence of the hyperfine splitting. The 3CF equations?,.,for a

fragment cannot be solved but, in order to obtain more accurate
H

values of Q^for radical cations and anions, a larger basis set
of atomic orbitals than that employed by Vincow et alia (l6)

and. more extensive configuration interaction, including doubly

excited configurations, must be used. Minimum basis set atomic

orbital exponents, determined for carbon and hydrogen in a

positively and negatively charged C~H fragment, must also be

used to evaluate the exchange integral in (l8). Furthermore, the

calculation must be eirfcondod. to second and higher orders of

perturbation theory.
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3. Aims of this i>tudy

When the work described in this thesis was begun, fewTT-typo
fluorinated radicals had been studied in solution. All were

anions and all contained a stabilising and strongly electron-

50 51 52
withdrawing group e.g. -liO^ or —G=0 . With one exception,
they contained only one or two fluorine atoms per molecule.

Work on fluorinated systems is of considerable importance

as aromatic fluorine provides the only direct analogy to aromatic

hydrogen, being univalent and having the same nuclear spin

(ln~ gO • In addition, the aromatic bond lengths and. atomic
. . 53

radii are very similar and. fluorocarbon chemistry is very

similar to hydrocarbon chemistry. Fluorine is a many-electron

atom, however, and in fluorine substituted aromatic compounds,

the 2p orbital also contributes to the system. For those
53

reasons, it had been anticipated that the fluorine analogue of

(13) , Viz C

F r,F
ai " CF^i (21j

would bo inadequate to account for aromatic fluorine hyperfine

interactions and that a more complex relationship involving

unpaired ft spin d.ensity on the fluorine atom would need to he

considered. By analogy with the work of Karplus and Fraenkel on

13 ?Q 55C splittings, Eaton had proposed the equation
IP F

aF = + S?(FC)t°F ^22'>
where p_ and o_, are the unpaired IT spin densities on carbon and

i 0 1 *
F

fluorine and represents polarisation of the CTelectrons in
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P P
•the G-P "bond, "by"^(pc) "fc^ie sum ^wo ^crms: l%c rePresen"tinS
polarisation of the 0*"electrons in the C-P bond, and that of

P
the fluorine Is and 2s inner shells both by was

P ^ '
thought to be j^Qprn but p % o^, Equation (22) can also be re¬

written as

r lp
a_ =

$qcf but

f F F
F " (_®CF + F(PC)Jfc

".Wc5«.57 (23)
Pjf»

where (p° 26 ) varies as K = Although a number of attempts
P ^ ^ P Q ire

had been made to determine and 'tp/ppj ' (see B) , no set
of values which consistently reproduced the observed magnitudes

of Up had been found. This arose from the uncertainty involved
in calculating the true values of the very small terms, £>„ for

32
those anions which had been investigated.

1"
It was decided to attempt to obtain experimental data more

truly representative of aromatic fluorine by preparation and

subsequent E.S.R. investigation of the radical cations and anions

of unsubstituted aromatic fluorocarbons. This data could then

be used in conjunction with spin density calculations of and

jDp to establish whether equation (22) or any similar relation¬
ship was valid for those unsubstituted species and also to determine

P P
the accurate values of the spin polarisation parameters Q„p,
and Q.e££« was also desired, to explain any difference in those
parameters that might exist between the radical cations and anions

of the same species, if necessary by calculation of the parameters.
50.37As a result of previous work, the instability of
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perfluorinated anions and their tendancy to lose the very stable

F ion was suspected but a thorough investigation was required.

Gationic species were predicted to be much more stable due to

enhanced stabilisation of the positive charge by the highly

electron-withdrawing fluorine atoms, and this was later vindicated

when the radical cation of octafluoronaphthalene (p.oO ) was

successfully prepared. Lack of success in forming the radical

cations of hexafluorobenzene, octafluorotoluene and decafluorobiphenyl

led to the preparation and successful investigation of a series

of highly-fluorinated naphthalenes derived from octafluoronaphthelone

(see chapter III,A). This work forms the subject matter of much

of this thesis and complements the recent studies of Fischer and

58
Zimmermann 011 the radical cations of some mono- and difluorinated

naphthalenes(p.23 ).

)3. Previous Studies of F3,uorinated Radicals in Solution

1. Lxperiuental

59 60Until recently, ® only a few studies of fluorine contain—

inglf-radicals had been made in solution. Solid state studies

had been previously made, however, and had "been summarised by

Rogers and Whiffen^ In addition, Fessenden"^ had extended his

classic work on alkyl radicals in solution to the fluorinated
62

methyl neutral radicals. Such radicals are not the subject of

this thesis and little reference to thorn will be made(see, however,

ps.26? 29).
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52
In I960, Anderson, Prank and Gutowsky obtained a quintuplet

splitting of 4-14 gauss from the product obtained by oxidation of

tetrafluoro-hydroquinone in basic ethanol, which they ascribed

to the fluoranil semiquinone anion. This was later confirmed by

Calvin et alia ^ by use of Nat in a THF-CH N0o solution as the5 <-

50oxidant. Other early work was by Ayscough et alia who prepared

the three isomeric monofluoronitrobcnzenc anions, both chemically

and photochemically, in ethanolic solution. They found some

ambiguity, since removed^'^ in assigning splittings to the mota

isomer. The spectrum from the ortho anion was not completely

interpreted as the species was unstable and rapidly lost fluoride

64
ion, an effect since observed by later workers.' Carrington and

57
co-workers have prepared this species in a stable form by

reduction with alkaline dithionite in aqueous ethanol as have

.Fischer and Zimmermann^ by vacuum electrolysis in CH CN so that

unambiguously assigned splittings are now available for all three

isomers„

Ayscough also reported, pronounced lincwidth variations,
56

previously unreported by Maki and Geske, for the para isomer in

CH CN. Those effects, which are discussed in chapter III, have
65

since been observed in other fluorinated species. A detailed

study of them has been made by Carrington who prepared the

meta and para anions by U.V. irradiation of dilute solutions of

the parent compounds in methanolic sodium methoxide. Under the

same conditions, l,2,455-^e^raf'luo:roni'kro^enzenc an(i pentafluoro-

nitrobenzene interacted with the solvent but formed neutral
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radicals when their degaefeed solutions in TUP were irradiated.

The radicals were thought to "be formed by proton abstraction

from the solvent by one of the oxygen atoms in the -NO^ group.
67

Such species had previously been postulated by Ward and other

64
examples have recently been reported by Brown and Williams.

The much smaller ring proton and fluorine splitting constants
56

observed by Carrington for those species indicated much less

density in the ring and more on the -N0? group. A recent study
68

by Cowley and Sutcliff©, however, maintains that those neutral

radicals are different in structure.

60 56Fischer and Zimmerrnann have recently repeated Malci's
32

work on p-fluoronitrobonzano and Fraenkel's on S^-kLifluoro--

nitrobonzeno and have also obtained spectra from tho anions of

the remaining two fluoronitrobenzenc isomers formed in CH^CH
under vacuum electrolytic conditions. They have also studied.

several other difluorinnted nitrobenzenes and. a series of mono-

and difluorinated nitroplienols. As previously noted by other

57,64
workers, ' replacement of hydrogen by fluorine in the aromatic

nucleus seems to result in only a slight perturbation of the

unpaired spin distribution so that proton splittings arc usually

about the same magnitude in both fluorine substituted and unsub—

stituted anions. This fact has been used by Fischer and by others

to assign splitting constants with a high degree of success.

Most of the splitting constants from Fischer's anions have been

unambiguously assigned.

Previous work on fluorinated ketones was confined to studies
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69 5
of the anions of 4-fluoroacetophenone and 2,7- difluorofluorenone.

59
RecenfLy, Fischer and Zimmermann have used vacuum - electrolytic

reduction to prepare the anions of four mono- and difluorinated

benzophenones and have assigned most of the splittings. The

•fifth;, decafluorobenzophenone, underwent reduction to give a

species the spectrum of which could not be ascribed to the anion

of the parent molecule but which was thought to result from the

anion of its 4s4r~dicyano-derivativev formed by nucleophilic
70

attack at the para position. As indicated by Tatlow, this form

of attack can readily occur at the ortho and para positions of

highly-fluorinated systems. Another example of the effect has

been postulated by Brown and Williams^
Fischer^ has also used the same techniqueto investigate

the anions of 2,5-difluoro-1,4 benan- and 2,3~"dif luoro-1,4-

naphthaquinones. At higher reduction potentials, the former

species lest fluoride ion to form another, possibly the anion of

2—fluoro-1,4 benzoquinone.

Other neut?eal radicals prepared in solution include di-
72

(p-fluorophenyl) nitroxide and meta and para tri-(fluorophenyl)
73

methyl. For the latter two species, the ratio of the fluorine

splitting constant to the corresponding proton splitting constant

in the unsubstituted radical was found to be ca. 2.5° This value

compares favourably with the value of 2 which most workers have

found for this ratio (p. 27), notable exceptions occurring in the
51 71

2,7-difluorofluorenone and 2,5-difluoro—1,4-naphthaquinone

anions. Wang et alia have found the ratio to bo unity, however,



for the ortho position of the perfluoro-triphenylmethyl radical.
73 o

Kivelson maintained that this was the result of a 10 deviation

from planarity in the perfluorinated radical.

Brown and Williams^ have recently reported neutral radicals

from the three monofluoronitroben?.enes and from pentafluoronitrosobenzen

"buts as noted, above (p. 20), their structure is probably different

from that suggested by those authors. It must also be emphasised

that they failed, to prepare the radical anions of hexafluorobenzene

and octafluoronaphthalene by reduction with potassium in TUP, or

those of tetra- and. pentafluoronitrobenzeno by electrolytic

reduction in CH^CN. This led them to infer that highly-fluorinated
anionsj, even those containing a strongly electron-withdrawing

group, are unstable and tend, to lose fluoride ion, a fact confirmed

by their detection of this ion in the residual THF. The author

had previously attempted, to prepare the radical anions of hexa-

fluorobenzcnc, octafluorotoluenc and octafluoronaphthalene by

electrolytic reduction in CH^CN (p.39 ) and had formed the same

conclusion regarding their instability.

All the fluorinated.^"-radicals which have been successfully

prepared and discussed so far, have been anions of fluorinated

nitrobenzenes, phenols, ketones or quinones, i.e. all contained

a strongly electron-withdrawing substituent tending to decrease

the spin density on the fluorine atoms. The first E.S'.R. study

of anions containing no substituent other than fluorine has recently
7R

been presented by Allred and Bush who prepared the rad.ical
« i

anions of 4s4 - and 3s3 -difluorobiphenyl by potassium reduction
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in THF at -80°.

The first E.3.R. studies of a fluorinated cation, the octa-

fluoronaphthalene cation, had previously been reported by Bazhin
65 76

et alia and independently, by Thomson and MacCulloch. In
58

addition, Fischer and Zimmcrmann have recently reported, the

E.S.R. spectra of the monomer radical cations of 4—fluorobiphenyl,
V

4S4 -difluorobiphenyl and 1,5—difluoronaphthalene prepared, by

use of the SbCl^-CII^Cl^ technique of Lewis and Singerf^ Under
the same conditions, 1-fluoronaphthalene and 6-fluorochrysene

gave spectra which were ascribed to the dimer radical cations

whereas the spectra from the oxidation products of 2—fluoro-
t

naphthalene and 3?3—difluorobiphenyl were uninterpreted. The

highly-fluorinated hydrocarbons octa- and decafluorobiphenyl* and

octafluoronaphthalene, formed no paramagnetic species in this

system. Lewis and Linger^ had previously found that unsubstituted

naphthalene also formed, a dimer radical cation in 3b Cl^—CH-Cl,.,
p22

but the stability of the species was very dependent on the concent¬

rations of hydrocarbon and SbCl^ 3-nd on the temperature. By
contrast, both the monomeric and dimeric fluorinated naphthalenes

prepared by Fischer are very stable at room temperature and

show 110 such concentration dependance. This was also found to

be the case for the Iiighly-fluorinated naphthalene cations discussed

in chapter III. It is important to note that the anions prepared

75
by Allred and Bush are unstable at room temperature.

The most striking feature of the spectra of the radical

cations is the very large fluorine hyperfine splittings observed
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e.g. theoL fluorine splittings in the octafluoronaphthalene and

ls5~difluoronaphthalene (p.23 ) cations are 19.01 and 16.98 gauss

respectivelys whereas the fluorine splittings in most of the

anions discussed above are of the order of 2-5 gauss* The work

of Allred and Bush and of Fischer and Zimmermann has made availabl

fluorine hyperfine splitting data for the radical cation and.
1

anion of a single species viz. 4^4-difluorobiphenyl (Fig. 10)*

This data is presented in table 1.

As expected, from the 'charge effect' (see A,l) the hyperfine

splittings from the 4 equivalent ortho protons in the cation are

bigger than the corresponding splittings for the anion. The

meta splittings arc in both cases lost in the linewidths. The

fluorine splitting of 19.28 gauss in the cation is, however,

very much larger than the corresponding splitting of 3.13 gauss

observed in the anion. Biphenyl is an even-altornant hydrocarbon

and the pairing theorem therefore predicts that the values ofi

(22) should not differ greatly at the 4 and 4 positions of
1

f>
the cation and. anion of the 4,4 -difluoro derivative. The large

difference in fluorine splittings must therefore arise from

some pronounced 'charge effect' on the magnitud.es of the spin

polarisation parameters in (23).

2. C-F dpin Polarisation Parameters

In order to account for aromatic fluorine hyperfine splitting

early workers proposed the equation

aF = ^eff^C
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TABLE. 1; Hyoerfinc splitting const ants the anion ^ncl

cation of 4B4t-difluoro"binhoavl.

Hyperfine splitting constants (gauss)
At om

_________ .

CATI 01! ANION

1 - -

2 2.73 2.28

3 -

4 - -

P 19.28 3.13
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where a^, is the isotropic hyperfinc splitting of a fluorine atom
and pn is the unpaired ~Wspin density on the adjacent carbon

J '
atom* Qgpf ^-s "k*10 effective CPHV>olarisation parameter for the
C-P fragment. By analogy with (13)f was thought to be

52
negative in sign and assigned values of -39«3 gauss and ~47«5

56gaussi

• „55The work of Eaton et alia on the NMR contact shifts of a

series of monofluorophenyl substituted chelatess howevers firmly

established that a^ and o^, were of the same sign so that Qeppv)
must be positive. This fact has since been confirmed by linewidth

32
studies of the 2,,5-difluoronitrobenzene anion., by studies of

77
irradiated single crystals of fluoroacetamides' by Fessenden's

•3'^
work on fluorinated methyl radicals '' and by the observations of

•Kivelson''^ on fluorine-containing neutral species.
29 13

By analogy with the work of Karplus and Fraenkel on C

55
splittings., Eaton proposed the equation

aF = + ^(PC^P ^2^
where the terms have been defined on p.17. This equation may be

rewritten as

aF = RP + ^(PC)^ C

Qeffjc
and is now equivalent to (24). Q varies as K = but Carrington

Jc
found the ratio approximately constant when he performed McLachlan

spin density calculations 011 the three isomeric monofluoronitrobenzenes
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Small changes in K, however, could result in large changes in
F

^eff and aF lf ' r*(FC)9 con"taininS tllG atomic term S^,, were very
64 32

large. Brown and Williams have used Fraenkol's value of
Tjl jrj

= -38 gauss and Whiffen's single crystal data (K = 0.15)
F

in (26) and obtain a value of - +720 gauss. They point

out j however, that the uncertainties in the values of pnSp>p andj"0?1F F
therefore K makes the values of equally uncertain.

These authors also maintain that K, and therefore

varies in the manner mcta^ para J ortho when McLachlan spin density
calculations are performed on the isomeric fluoronitrobenzene

57
anions. This is the order found for by direct comparison

made the assumption that is unchanged on fluorine substitution

of the fluorine .and proton splittings at the same position, having

/<
The magnitudes of Q.,^ and its range of variation, however, are
in poor agreement with (26} when those values of K are used in

F F
conjunction with the values of quoted above. On the

other hand, Huckcl spin density calculations using Huckol para¬

meters also obtained from single crystal data predict K to be

constant for some highly-fluorinated neutral species studied by

Brown and Williams. When this value of K is used in (26) with
F F

QqP = -38 gauss and Qp/p^^=+720 gauss, a value of Qe^|. - +62 gauss
is obtained.

This is in good agreement with Kivelson's value of =

73
+57 gauss obtained from a least squares fit of experimental a^s
to values of^>r calculated from the proton hyperfine splittings at
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the corresponding positions. Those values wore obtained, from
JT

(13) with Q™ = -23 gauss and a representative range of neutral

anjl anionic species was considered.. In addition, McLachlan spin

density calculations were performed also over a representative

range of species and it was found that K is not constant although

the variation from species to species is slight. The magnitude

of K was also found, to be highly sensitive to the value of the
IS

Iluckel coulomb parameter for fluorine, h.^,, used in the calculations.
HP

By analogy with QP,T, the term Q^.,, representing polarisation ofOil 01s

the CT*electrons in the C-F bond by density 011 carbon only, might
jO

be expected to be negative. Now the theory of Pople and Santry

maintains that the sign of the cruoticnt Qpv./ U , where Uv is theOA A .A.

magnetic moment of nucleus X, depends on the energy difference

between the 2s and the 2p orbitals of .atom X. This difference is

relatively large for X = 0,F and the quotient is positive whereas

it is negative for X = C,li whore the difference is smaller. The

quantity is positive for fluorine and, on this basis, ICivolson
P

conclud.es that QPTn is also positive. A least squares fit of theOil

valuer: of a^, to the IIcLachlan data for and with h^ = 1.7?
P

resulted in a value of QPT1 = +54»0 gauss. As Kivclson points out,Oi1

however, this result is subject to uncertainty arising from

uncertainty in the very small terms, o.,.,. The relative magnitudes

of Qgff = +57 gauss and = -+54 gauss seem to indicate that
P jj P P

^(FC) CP anc1" ^at ^1C contribution to a^, is from
P

The latter concludes that the magnitude of Qp(-pQ) may "be similar
to a value of +36 gauss obtained from data for the free fluorine
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79 F •

atom. Kivolson's value for Q™ is in very poor agreement with
U'

55
the negative value of -38 gauss obtained from single crystal data

and with the values of -37«5 gauss, -147 gauss respectively quoted
32 77

by Kaplan et alia and by Whiffen et alia. Doubts are also

raised over the value of = +62 obtained by Drovm and Williams
P

on the basis of Q™, = -38 gauss.O.t'

62
Ffessenden's data for the monofluoromethyl radical may be

used to obtain an estimate of 'for neutral species without

using approximateTT-electron theory to calculate Substitution

of the value of at = 21.1 gauss, found for this radical, and therl

value of Q^tt = -23 gauss for the methyl radical (p. 6 ) fn (13)vJti

results in a value of pM = 0.92. Further substitution of this

value and the value of = 64.3 gauss in (26) makes = 70-1

gauss which is rather different from the value of +55 gauss

obtained from Kivelson's data for the para tri-(fluorophenyl)
73

methyl neutral radical. This may be due to the fact that the

CH0F radical is not quite planar and that some slightly modified
C.

form of (26) is required in order to accurately calculate

or it may result from the different value of K. This value of

K = (l-0.92)/0.92 = 0.09, neglecting overlap spin density in the

C-K and C-P bonds, and is approximately 3 times larger than the

value Kivelson found from McLachlan data for para tri-(fluoro-

phenyl) methyl. When those values of anc^ ^ ^or ^ie
P

radical are substituted in (26) with = +54 gauss, a value for
P

Qjp(FC) ca° 15° gauss is obtained.
The general form of McDonnell's relationship for the hyperfine
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splitting from any aromatic nucleus., n, is given by (20) and,

considering only spin density in a C-F aromatic fragment, this

becomes

ap = qo(^c+^cp+Sc^>cp+%pJp
F F P P

Qpp and 0^ are respectively equivalent to and r-WpQ)
(25), so that (27) differs from the latter only by inclusion of

the overlap spin density, Pqjp? and the associated spin polarisation
P' P'

parameters, and Q^q. This equation has been used, by Murrell
30

and Hinchliffe to evaluate for fluorinated nitrobenzene
P

anions as detailed below. The Q factors in (27) were calculated

by considering configuration interaction between a ground state
w-

0°" function and (P«* CP excited doublet configurations where both

(P electrons in the C-P bond have parallel spins. The total excited
23

state contribution is to a first order in perturbation theory

given by the expression

(2)TT(2)dT1dT2 (28)
wheroN?'are bonding and anti-bonding CPorbitals, cf(r.-ry,)K P

^ 1. J? c ' * - , .

^|/v(i) ^p(i) is "the value of the densityH/,<;Vt^ at the fluorine
nucleus and 11 is the energy gap between ground and excited

states. TT andTTl. are the 2p— fluorine or carbon atomic orbitalsA B If

and Sjp9 0-p "the S value of the fluorine nucleus and nuclear magneton
respectively. A similar expression to (38) has been used to evaluate

1 pi, .
Footnote: This also means terms 27).
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QqH(p- 9 ).
31

The*^, s ands were based on Pople~3antry independent
electron closed shell theory and were constructed from valence

shell atomic orbitals. The Is orbitals of carbon and fluorine

were assumed to be non-bonding.

If we write

Yk * I*knX:
n

y= £~a , X .r v rn' n'
n 1

n
n

(29)

n'

where the X^s are those atomic orbitals, the exchange integral in
(28) becomes

^ I|(aknarn-SV1)^1^2jsn,(2)TB(2)dTidT2) (30)
iiurrell evaluated the term (i) by talcing the product

of the fluorine 2s atomic orbital coefficients inSK and
K -1*

the value for the fluorine 2s SCF electron density at the nucleus,
82

obtained by Whiffen et alia The terms were evaluated by

taking the difference of the appropriate one electron molecular

orbital energies. The integrals (30) were computed using atomic

orbital exponents for carbon and fluorine obtained from Slater's

83rules.
» »

F F P
In calculating and only excited configurations

corresponding to

(1) Transitions between valence shell molecular orbitals.

(2) Transitions between the bonding CT"~orbitals and higher s

orbitals on the fluorine atom were assumed to be sufficiently

important to be considered. The latter contribution was neglected,
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however9 owing to the difficulty in accurately estimating it

because of the infinity of the fluorine s orbitals. In calculat-
F

ing Qjrps on the other hand, this type of transition must bo
considered as must those from fluorine Is both to ns and to the

anti-bonding valence molecular orbitals. Murrell found the total

fluorine 2s density in the bonding molecular orbitals to be very

close to 2 and-therefore assumed that the total contribution to

P
Qp-p from all types of excitation was equivalent to that of a
free fluorine atom with zero orbital angular momentum„ Using

Goodings' data^ for the free atom Is, 2s spin densities at the
P

nucleus, 0^ was found to be +200 gauss.
Pour slightly different atomic orbital models were used to

construct theV^s (29) "the C-F fragment e.g. model (c)
employs carbon and fluorine 2s, 2p , 2pT. atomic orbitals withx y

allowance for the adjacent bonds made by inclusion of nearest
P

neighbour hydrogen Is orbitals. The values of QAT1 given in table
RJD

2 were used in conjunction with spin density calculations of

jOp, "k° eva^ua^e ap>s from (27).
This table shows the atomic term to be largest and that

»

P P
the next largest term, Qj,qj is negative. Q which multiplies

in (27i is negligible by comparison and also negative and

compares very unfavourably with the value of -38 gauss from

single crystal studies and with Kivelson's value (p.28 ).

Spin density calculations **ere performed on the anions of

the isomeric fluoronitrobenzenes, 2,3,5?6-tetrafluoronitrobenzene

and pentafluoronitrobenzene using restricted Hartree-Fock
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F 80
TABLE 2; Spin polarisation parameters Q. for model (c)

AB

F
Qab Value (gauss)

"00 "n
?

EPC

F
S?P +200
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molecular orbital theory (p.104) and configuration interaction

with all singly-excited states. The fluorine spin density, jO^,,
35

was found to he highly sensitive to the empirical parameter

= U.™-,--!! whore U.inT^, U are one-centre coulomb integralsi1 Jf I"1 L» 0 x1 i? 00

on carbon and fluorine. This parameter was adjusted to give the

best agreement with the experimental values of a^,. Hence it is
not surprising that his values of are considerably larger and

some of his values of .0 quite different from those obtained by

57,86 P

pec

or that his agreement with experiment is of the correct

others for the same species using Huclcel or HcLachlan calculations

order.

Now 3CF equations for a C—P fragment, as for a G-H.fragment

(p.10 ), cannot be solved and the C~~orbitals must therefore be

approxima-ted e.g. in the manner of Murrell. Not only will this

cause the atomic orbital coefficients a^n (29) to be inaccurate
but also the terms (28). In addition, equation (28) was

derived from first order perturbation theory. The work of

Vincow et alia"^ (p. 8 ) has shown that it is necessary to extend
K

the calculation of Q^T to second order in perturbation theory and
P

may also be necessary for the more complex terms . Further¬

more, Murrell's Cforbitals were obtained for a neutral fragment

and take no account of any 'charge effect' on the magnitudes of

the coefficients a, that might occur in the anions studied.

This would have been particularly important for the fluorine 2s

atomic orbital coefficients being used to evaluate the density
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¥e

a"t "the nucleus„ Energy minimised carbon and fluorine atomic

orbital exponents obtained for a, (C-P) fragment, instead of the

Slater neutral atom values, should have been employed to evaluate

the integrals in (30) as the latter do not allow for variation of
jp IT

the Qat,s with excess charge. By analogy with <^7T (p. 11), this
would have been particularly important for the fluorine Is, 2s

atomic orbital exponents. Too much significance should therefore
P

not be attached to Murrell's values for the terms QftT,. TheIi.lv

P 84atomic term, 0^, was calculated from Goodings' data for the
free fluorine atom total spin densities at the nucleus. More

accurate calculations of this quantity have recently been made by

Qrj QQ F .

Kaldor and by Harris et alia and result in values of of-H+Jl/

gauss, +70 gauss respectively. Those values arc in reasonable

agreement with an experimental value of +107 gauss from molecular
OQ

beam data * and in fair agreement with the value of +36 gauss

73
quoted by ICivelson. All those values are of course based, on

the assumption that the fluorine atom in a C-P fragment behaves

as if it had. zero orbital angular momentum. Since the values of

K (26) quoted by most authors^ ^»73»86 arG orc]er 0.03 to
P

0.05, it is difficult to reconcile negative values of with
P

the values of 0^ quoted above and still obtain a positive value
55 77for The very large values of -.'-848 gauss, +1393 gauss,

64 p p
+720 gauss quoted for were based. 011 negative values of

and. are probably erroneous. The small negative value, obtained
t 1

P F P
by Murrcll for Qqq, implies that the terms Q^jp? Qj,q may also be
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in error. It seems that experimental data for fluorinated anions

73 F
is best accommodated by a positive value of Q _

V w o

86
This was further confirmed by Fischer and Colpa who

performed least squares fits of the experimental as for most of

the anions and neutral species discussed in (l) of this section

to the one, two and three parameter equations (24)5 (25)? (27)

using McLachlan spin density calculations of , p^ and
6jV fp J5

This latter term was obtained from the equation^
CP'

^cp^fofr (31)
which is valid where the ground state wave function can be

represented by a single Slater determinant as in McLachlan's

method (approximate Unrestricted Hartree-Fock). For the one

parameter fit, a value of = +54<4 gauss was obtained in

excellent agreement with the values of +57 gauss and +50 gauss

7 *3 C 7
(approximate) respectively quoted by Kivelson and Carrington.

F F
The two parameter fit resulted in values of = Q^(25) = +48.1
gauss (c.f. Kivclson's value of +55 gauss for neutral radicals)

F F
and = +146 gauss, the latter in excellent agreement

with that previously quoted for the CH^F radical (p.29 ). In
F sf F

addition, Qpp^>p was found to vary between 5 and 20/fc of Qq^-q
accounting for the similarity of the constants in the one and two

F
parameter fits. 0^ was found to be inversely proportional to

F

jOp but remained approximately constant whenwas varied.
It is highly significant that the three parameter fit results

F F
in quite different values for CL,_ and 0 viz. +86.6 gauss, +93100 Jb
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gauss respectively. The large increase in those terms arises
i i

P P
from the introduction of the term (Qq-,-,1 + Qjiq) J^CF = +"^j|>CF
gauss where Pqj as negative if j>^, are positive and vice versa.
When used in (26) in conjunction with the values of „ quoted

F F
above, the value of implies that either Q^, or K are negative.

F 89 /But Qp-pis unquestionably positive and IC = cannot be
negative in sign or equation (31) would result in unreal overlap

spin densities. For CH^F (p.29 ) with^ = 0.92 and PP - 0.08,
£P= -0.27 and, neglecting overlap spin density in the C—H bonds,3

the total spin density in the radical = 0.73 which is rather less

than unity. It seems strange that should be so large and of

opposite sign to since for C-H bonds Pqjj ^as same
sign asan<^ 0^ no&ligi'ble significance (^1^ of for

all but the smallest radical ions). It seems that correlation

with the three parameter equation (27) gives values of Q.^^

Ali

which are not easily explained and that the experimental data is

best accommodated by the two parameter fit (25).

In addition, Fischer and Colpa have calculated the terms
F 80

in a manner similar to Murrell and Hinchliffe, including

fluorine Is as well as 2s atomic orbitals in theN^ s. Unlike* ic

Murrell, this enables them to calculate directly the contribution
P -

to Qjpj, from the excitation CTj^ —£ 0**( anti-bonding) using an estim-
91

ation of the excitation energy obtained from X-ray data' but
F

they maintain that tne other contributions to detailed on

p.32are probably small and accordingly neglect those. The values



obtained for the QAT,s vary with the amount of s character introd-J±JD

uced into the fluorine 2pCTbonding atomic orbital. For 10%- s

F
character, = +158.97 gauss in good o.greernent with that obtained

from the two parameter least squares fit. The values found for
F

the other terms are approximately of the same order of magnitude

as those of Kurrell and Hinchliffe.

All this work on fluorine spin polarisation parameters has

referred either to anions or neutral species. Although some

experimental data for fluorinated cations has appeared in the

literature,"^'^ with the exception of some comments made by
65

Bazhin et alia, no attempt to determine those parameters for
25fluorinated cations has been made. Vincow et alia have shown

H
(p. 11 ) that the magnitude of Q* is highly dependent on the

On

optimum value of the hydrogen Is orbital exponent. By analogy
F F

with this, the magnitudes of Qqq? Qpp(25) should be highly depend¬
ent on the optimum values of the fluorine Is, 2s orbital exponents.

The magnitudes of the observed splittings for fluorinated cations

(see table l) are, as a rule, much larger than those for fluorin¬

ated anions and indicate that this dependence on charge is very

pronounced.

Attempts to determine the magnitudes of fluorine spin

polarisation parameters in cations and to explain their depend¬

ence on 'excess charge' is made in chapter III.
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CHAPTER II; EXPERIMENTAL

In this chapter is given an account of the various experi¬

mental techniques used in attempts to prepare the radical anions

and cations of perfluorinated a,romatic hydrocarbons. The SbCl^-
SO^ technique., used to prepare the radical cations of octafluoro-
naphthalene and other highly fluorinated naphthalenes (see

chapter III) is then discussed in detail. This is followed by

an account of the preparation and identification of the highly

fluorinated naphthalenes.

1. Attempts to Prepare and Investigate Perfluorinated Anions

In situ electrolytic reductions of solutions of hexafluoro-

benzene, octafluorotoluene and octafluoronaphthalene in highly-

purified, oxygen-free acetonitrile with 0.1M tetra-n-propyl

ammonium perchlora/te as supporting electrolyte were performed in

37
the manner of Maki and Geske, the appropriate reduction potentials

having first been determined, by plotting polarographic curves.

Pig. 1 is a diagram of the apparatus used. Concentrations of
-2 -4fluorocarbon ranging from 10 to 10 M were employed but no

E.S.R. signals were observed. The instability of those anions

and their tendancy to lose fluoride ion on formation was suspected.
fiA

This was later confirmed by Brown and Williams who failed to

observe signals from -80° upwards when solutions of hexafluoro-

benzene and octafluoronaphthalene were reduced by potassium in

tetrahydrofuran and, furthermore, detected fluoride ion in the
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residual solutions. Mo further attempts to prepare perfluorin

ated anions were made.

2. Attempts-to Prepare and Investigate Perfluorinated Radical

Cations

A series of Lev/is acid-solvent type of oxidising system

employing high vacuum conditions, and in addition,, a number of

strong acids, were used.,

(i) The system 3b CI -C1I CI
5 2 2

The apparatus (Fig. 2) and procedure were identical to

those employed by Lewis and Singera solution of perfluoro-

naphthalene (Gj^g) in pure, dry CH^Cl^ was placed in capillary
tube A, attached to the apparatus at B and thoroughly degassed

—5
at 10 mm. of mercury. A known amount of SbCl^ vapour was trapped
in the calibrated bulb C by controlling the temperature of reservoir

D. Tap S was then closed and the SbCl^ allowed to distill into
the frozen solution. The sample tube was then sealed off at

the constriction F and warmed to -80°. Mo reaction was seen to

occur at this temperature when solutions 10 ^, 10 inCj^Fg and
-2

10 M in °bCl^ were used. The samples were then placed in the
low temperature cavity insert of the E.S.R. spectrometer (see6)

and examined from -80° to room temperature. Mo E.S.R. signals

were observed.

(ix) The system A1 CI -CII MO
3 3 2

45
A procedure similar to that employed by Forbes and Sullivan
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was adopted. Pcrfluoronaphthalenc (5 mgm.) and anhydrous

AlCl^ (20 mgm.) were placed in sample tube A (Fig.3) which was
-5attached to a vacuum system and evacuated to 10 mm. of mercury.

About 1 ml. of dry? oxygcn-frce CH^NO^, stored over Ca on
the vacuum line, was then distilled in and the sample sealed off

at constriction B. The sample was then warmed to room temperature

but no reaction was seen to occur. The solution was then tipped,

into capillary tube G and examined in the E.S.R. spectrometer

but no signals were observed.

(iii) The system BF -30 ^
3 2

Sufficient perfluoronaphthalene to form a 10 solution

was placed in sample tube A (Fig.3) which was attached to a vacuum

line and. evacuated. About 1.5 ml of liq. S0o (BDH laboratory
c.

reagent, supplied, in cannistcrs) was then distilled, in under
-5

vacuum and the solution thoroughly degassed at 10 ram. of mercury.

An excess of BF^ (Cambrian Chemicals reagent grade, supplied in
lecture bottles) with respect to theC^Fg was then distilled into
the solution via a calibrated manometer 011 the vacuum line.

The sample tube was then sealed off at B and allowed to warm to

-80° but no reaction was seen to occur nor were any E.S.R. signals

observed at any temperature.

(iv) strong acids

(a) Solutions of hexafluorobenzene, octafluorotoluene, octa—

fluoronaphthalene and decafluorobiphenyl in concentrated or 100^

H^SO^, or in concentrated HNO3, apper?„red to undergo no reaction
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and gave no signals. Neither were any signals observed from a

degassed solution in a 50 : 50 CF^CO^H-CIi^NO^ ^ mixture,
(b) Octafluoronaphthalene slowly dissolved in fuming H^SO^
(oleum) to give a brilliant green colour and an essentially

three line spectrum, with indications of further resolution in

the wings, was obtained when the solution was examined in the

Decca flat cell accessory (Fig.4). Under very high gain conditions,
65three additional lines, as later reported by Bazhin, could

be seen on either side of the centre triplet (Fig.5) Uut, although

the solution was exhaustively examined at various dilutions and

microwave power levels, those lines were not seen in such a high

intensity ratio to the centre lines as reported by the latter.

Bazhin's resolution of those lines compared very unfavourably
_l_

with what he found for the same species,Cj^Fq, in the BbF^--
(CHgOj^SO^ system and he ascribed this to line-broadening effects,
resulting from non-zero averaged dipole-dipole interactions, in

the highly viscous oleum. His slightly superior resolution in

oleum to that of the author may be duo to a smaller excess of

polar SOg. As demonstrated by De Boer,^ linewidths from spectra
recorded in the non-polar SO^ are relatively very narrow? hence

76
the much better resolution obtained by Thomson and MacCulloch

forC^Fg' in the SbCl^-SO^ system (see chapter III) than was
obtained in either of Bazhin's media.

The visible spectrum of the oleum solution ofC^Fg was
record.od. on a Unicam SP 800 Spectrophotometer and is shown in

r 92
fig.6: similar spectra have been obtained by Hoijtink for
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hydrocarbon cations in cone. It was then decided to compare

this spectrum with the visible spectrum °fC^Q Fg in SbCl^-oO^
(p. 60 ). Both spectra ifould he recorded by reference to the

solvents and would be identical should they result entirely

from Further comparison, at low temperatures, with the

visible spectra of solutions of ^gFg in SbCl^-SOg might have
yielded information about the composition of this diamagnetic

green solution (p. 65 ) which gives no E.S.R. signals and rapidly

becomes yellow at room temperature. To carry out such experiments,

it was necessary to obtain vacuum U.V. cells which would be

sealed on to sample tube C (Fig.7) while the oxidations were

being performed on the vacuum line. Unfortunately, those cells

did not arrive in the time available.

The series of hydrofluoronaphthalenes, prepared as in 4>

all formed the same green solutions in oleum and for 2H-hepta-

fluoronaphthalene the twoA values for the visible spectrum
max

were displaced to the U.V. by only a few mj.i relative to octa-

fluoronaphthalene in the same solvent.

U.V, irradiation of those oleum solutions caused the E.8.R.

signals to disappear immediately.

(v) The system Sb CI -SO
5 ' 2

A 10 soltition of octafluoronaphthalene in liq. SOg?
oxidised under high vacuum with SbCl^, yielded a well-resolved
signal which was later ascribed to the radical cation. A detailed

account of this technique follows and the results obtained with
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it are given in chapter III.

The 3b CI -BO Oxidative Technique
5 2'

Pig.7 shows the vacuum system.

S09 (BDH laboratory reagent, supplied in cannisters) was intro¬

duced under vacuum to reservoir A where it was thoroughly degassed

-5
at ca. 10 mm. mercury and stored under liq. nitrogen.

SbClr (Pisons reagent grade) was dried over calcium hydride

for several days,, filtered, transferred to detatchable vessel B

and vigorously degassed, on the line where it was similarly stored..

This liquid was found to be difficult to degass thoroughly because

of small amounts of dissolved chlorine but, if degassing were

not sufficiently complete, anomalous results were obtained.

Sufficient compound to form an approximately 10 solution

we .s weighed into sample tube C and about 1-1.5 ml. of liq. SO^
distilled, in, followed by an excess of SbCl_ with respect to the

compound. The mixture was then frozen and the sample sealed

off at D und.er high vacuum and. allowed to warm to -80° in a

cardice-acetone bath. The solution w<?„s tipped into capillary E

and spectra were examined at appropriate temperatures from -80°
to room temperature.

No signals were observed from solutions where oxygen was

deliberately introduced or where the SbCl^ was not in excess
but the actual excess did not seem important. Drying of the S09

appeared unnecessary but where 110 signals were initially observed.,

this extra precaution was effected by prior distillation under
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vacuum from a CC1 /liq, nitrogen slush hath at -23° in order

to freeze out any traces of moisture.

4. Preparation and Identification of Highly Fluorinated Naphthalenes

(i) Preparation

93Tatlow has prepared 2H-heptafluoronaphthalene by reaction

ofC^Fg with the theoretical quantity of LiAlH^ for complete
conversion to the former. After 40 hrs. refluxing in ether,

the product formed was a mixture of the starting material and the

2H-compound, with substitution occurring only at the£-position

Hence reaction with the quantity for complete conversion to

tetra H-tetrafluoronaphthalene might have progressively yielded

all thep H-substituted compounds as far asC,_F.H..
r " 10 4 4

Procedure: a solution of lgm. Oj-^Fg and 0.153 gm. LiAlH.
was refluxed in sodium dried ether for 6o hrs., then cooled,

dilute HoS0 carefully added and the organic phase separatedd 4

from the aqueous phase which was extracted with ether. The

total ethereal solution was dried with MgSO^, filtered and the
ether evaporated.. 770 mgm. of product were obtained.

This product was dissolved in 2.5 ml. of toluene and. analysis

performed at various temperatures on a Pye, Series 203, preparative

gas chromatograph (column: 10% "carbowax" on "celite"). As

there were a large number of peaks close together, adequate

resolution could only bo obtained at 80° at the concentration

(ca. 0.35 per ml.) and sample size (50 microlitres) used

but the solution was not d.iluted as this would merely increase
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the length of time required to complete the separation. Under

those conditions, a single ifrun" lasted 4»5 hr. an(i could not

he carried out automatically so that separation was effected

manually at 100 microlitres per day, at 80°, and took about 6

weeks to perform. The advantage of this laborious procedure

was that the major constituents A,B,C,D(Fig.8, with the residual

G^pFg not shown) were completely separated from the minor ones.
G.l.c. analysis of A,B,C and D at 150° (same column) showed

each to contain about 10-20% of a mixture of the others as

impurity. This was thought to be caused by condensation in the

metal lead from the column to the flame ionisation detector and

subsequent leakage through the outlet needle during the long

retention times.

Having removed the minor constituents, however, complete
o

separation of A,B,G and D from one another was effected at 150

at the optimum dilution using the same column (about 3 days)

and g.l.c. analysis showed them to be highly pure. The separation

is shown in Pig.9 where the peaks corresponding to the compounds

(see below) arc reassigned the letters A,B,C,D. and E.

(ii) Identification (see table 3)

The structural formulae were partly determined from the

fluorine 1'TMR spectra recorded on a Varian HA -100 spectrometer.

Solutions in CCl^ with CCl^P a.s an internal reference were used.
Since only small amounts of compound xijere available, the spectra

were recorded using the Varian C1024i. time-averaging computer

enabling relatively dilute solutions (Fl/lO) to be used. The
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TABLE 3 : "Determination of molecular formulae of highly fluo.r-

Mass of Microanalysis Hence

Compound. Parent Pound Theoretical Molecular M.Pt.

- Peak
, %Q ic tfdl

. ,j,: . .. . .... <n . ff f- y

Formula

A 272 43.89 0 44.12 0 °10P8 *0°C

B 200 59.7 1.74 60 2
. . C10F4H4 io3t

C 2.54 47.5 0.22 47.3 0.40 0
M O

*1
—J

t—• 45[l3-i

D 218 54.82 1.26 55.05 1.38 C10P5H3 ioz°c

S 236 50.67 0.77 50.85 0.85 °10P6E2
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spectra wore complex and their complete analysis made even more

difficult "by the absence of any reports in the literature of NMR

of highly fluorinated naphthalenes. When used in conjunction

with S.S.R. data, however, sufficient evidence to establish the

structural formulae was obtained. Insufficient C, ^F„K waslu 7

obtained to enable the spectrum to be recorded but the excellent

agreement of the observed melting point with that reported by

93
Tat low and the nature of D and E, suggests the structure given

in fig. 10.

(a) C10g6Hg

The spectrum has three absorptions at = 117.2, 136.3 and

I48.4. Two of those show an ortho coupling of 7«2 c/s^a whereas

T = 136.3 is a singlet, ouch a spectrum could only be obtained

from either of the three isomeric,/J -substituted isomers viz.

2,3H-; 2,6h- and 2,7H—hexafluoronaphthalene. McLachlan spin

density calculations (p.117) were performed 011 the radical cations

and the values found for position 2 were, in each case, compared

with an 'experimental' spin density. This was calculated from

the proton hyperfine splitting (p.74 ) in the E.S.R. spectrum of
+ H

Ci0P6H2 using (13), with = -28 gauss. The agreement was
very much better for the radical cation of the 2,6h- isomer

(Pig.10) than for the other two isomers.

Singlet absorptions at T = 109.6, 122.6 and. 138.3 and doublets

at T = 111.0 and 148.3 (J = 5*8 c/s) were obtained. The close
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similarity and nature of the absorptions at 'Y = 111.0, 138.3

and 148.3 to those observed for C^FgH^ suggest
1) That one ring of C,„FcII., is identically substituted to10 5 3

either ring of

2) That the remaining two fluorines are at the oC positions.

The structure of C^qF,_H^ is shown in fig.10.
o> cioFA

Singlet absorptions at = H7»0 and 111.3 were obtained.

This suggests the presence of two fluorines meta to one another

in both rings. Only two structures are therefore possible viz.

2,4,5,7*- and l,3,5>7H-tetrafluoronaphthalene. The E.5.R. spectrum

(p. 82) of the oxidation product of however, could not

possibly be assigned to either of those structures both of which

would give a spectrum consisting of 4 sets of interacting triplet

splittings for the monomer radical cation and 4 sets of inter¬

acting quintuplet splittings for the dimeric species. Indeed,

it was possible to assign the spectrum only to the dimer radical

Cation of 2, 3*6,71-I-tetrafluoronaphthalene (p. 85). Furthermore,

the values oft* seem too near each other to be respectively

associated withOCandd fluorines as seen by comparison with the

values for C-JOVIL, and C, JPhH.,. For those reasons and because10 o 2 10 5 3

of the nature of C,D and E, the structure shown in fig. 10 was

assigned to Ch-F.H.. The fluorine ill© spectrum of this compound10 4 4

is thus 'anomalous*.

Neither Cn JiVIL, C, ^F?!. nor C, JF.H. have been previously10 6 2" 10 5 3 10 4 4
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reported. The large increase in melting point between C^qF^H^
and C^qF,-H^ is a classic example of the effect of hydrogen
bonding.

5. Chemicals

Hexafluorobenzene, octafluorotoluene, decafluorobiphenyl

and octafluoronaphthalene were all Imperial Smelting Corporation

reagent grade. The other fluorinated naphthalenes used were

prepared as in 4 except for 1,2,3 ^H-tetrafluoronaphthalene

which was a gift from Dr. R. D. Chambers of Durham University.

All other chemicals used were reagent grade.

6. E.S.R.,,Spectrometer

Spectra were recorded on a Decca X3 E.S.R. spectrometer

employing 100 kc./sec. magnetic field, modulation and phase sensitive

detection. The microwave frequency klystron operated at $270

Kc./sec. so that g = 2.0023 (see chapter III, 10) corresponded

to a magnetic field value of ca. 3308 gauss. A wide range of

values of microwave power and modulation amplitude could be

used. The magnetic field was provided by a Newport Instruments

ll"electromagnet of 50 milligauss homogeneity and could, be swept

through the resonance .positian..at widely, variable rates. This field

could be measured accurately at 10 gauss intervals by means of

a proton resonance meter situated behind the microwave cavity.

The cavity operated in the TE 102 mode.

For low temperature studies the Decca variable temperature
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accessory MW235 was employed. The temperature was varied by

passing nitrogen gas at different flow rates through the metal

coils immersed in liq. airs of a heat exchanger and then through

an evacuated Dewar vessel inserted into the cavity. Sample

tubes (see 2,2,) were inserted into this Dewar stem. The temp¬

erature at the sample was measured by a platinum resistance

thermometer and fine control of the temperature was obtained by

electronic means. With this device temperatures accurate to

-2° were obtained.

For sulphuric and nitric acid studies (see 2) the standard

quartz flat cell was used and for other solvents of high dielectric

loss e.g. CH^NO^s CH^Cl,, (see 1,2) sample tubes having internal
diameters less than 2mm. were usually employed.
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CHAPTER III ; RESULTS AHD DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Results

The results obtained with the SbCl,_"S0_ technical discussed
5 2

in chapter IIS are now presented. All hyperfine splittings and

g values were measured by reference to a solution of Freray's

salt as detailed in 10.

1. Octaf luoronaphthalene,, C F (Fig. 10)
10 8

A 10 solution of octafluoronaphthalene in 30^ reacted
■with the SbCl._ at -80° to form a red-brown solid at the bottom of

5

sample tube C (Pig.7). On shaking; this dissolved forming a

faint brown solution which gave an 11 line E.8.R. sigmil (Fig.11)

when examined at room temperature. This signal slowly increased

in strength; reaching its maximum intensity 12 hrs. after reaction ■

when the colour was light brown. Ten more lines were observed

when the wings of the spectrum were examined under high gain

conditions (Fig.12).

A line diagram (Fig.13) representing two sets of interacting

quintuplet splittings with

a^ = 19.01 - 0.05 gauss
and ag = 4.78 - 0.01 gauss?

al /
so that / a^— 4j exactly reproduces the positions of the observed
21 lines. This spectrum was assigned to the monomer radical

cation of octafluoronaphthalene with e^a^ theQk^? fluorine
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splittings respectively. As the quantity is less than

their width, four of the observed lines are formed from super¬

positions of two Lorentzians and hence 21 lines, instead of 25,

are obtained. Owing to pronounced linewidth variations, the

relative intensities are in poor agreement with those in the line
i

diagram. Similar variations have been reported in other fluorin-

50,66
ated species. ' The solution was diluted until the lines

did not narrow and the widths and relative intensities recorded

at slow magnetic field scans at a level of microwave power to

ensure no signal saturation. This data is presented in table 7,

P.103.

When examined at -30° the same solution gave another signal

superimposed on the first. This relatively weak signal is narrow

in extent and contains a large number of lines. It is shown in

Pig.14 under high gain conditions, but no assignment was attempted.

On further standing at room temperature, the solution

slowly became dark red and a broad, superimposed signal (ca. 0.5

gauss in width) increased in intensity as the C^QFg+ signal
decreased. Eventually a green diamagnetic solution was formed.

54
The inert nature of fluorocarbons to electrophilic attack

is well-understood and may account for the slow increase in

radical concentration in contrast to the hydrogen substituted

species discussed below where a more intense signal is initially

obtained and increases only slightly with time.

The remarkable stability of this species and of other highly
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fluorinated cations discussed in this section probably results

from enhanced stability of the positive charge by the strongly

electron-withdrawing fluorines. Much less-highly fluorinated

naphthalene cations have comparable stability (p. 23 ), The

unsubstituted species? by contrast? forms only the dimer cation?

stable at -70? That C, JFDr forms in S0~ and not in CH0C10 (chapter1U O c. c c.

II? 2) with the same Lewis acid is further evidence for the

importance of the ion-solvating medium in cation formation.
65 +

Bazhin et alia later reported a study of C-^Fg in the
new system SbF,- - (CH^O^SO^ (p,44 ) but their resolution was
poorer than the author's and their analysis incorrect as they

observed only 17 of the 21 lines.

6 6

On reaction with the SbCl,- at -80? a 10 K solution of C^Fg
in SOg formed a light green solution which was examined at 5°
temperature intervals over a wide range of dilutions. No signals

were detected. The extra muros solution in C (Pig.7) rapidly

changed to pale-yellow after warming-up for about five minutes.

3. Octafluorotoluenef C P and decafluorobiphenyl. C F—

7 8 12 10

Solutions of C^Pg and prepared as in 2 underwent no
58colour change and gave no E.S.R. signals. Fischer also found

^12^10 unreac"fcive but mono and difluorobiphenyls formed radical
cations in SbCl^-CE^Cl^ (p. 23 ).
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Note:

The monomer radical cations of anthracene, tetracene and

other fused-ring hydrocarbons are prepared relatively easily

whereas those of naphthalene, benzene or biphenyl do not form

in solution under the same conditions. Our success with per-

fluoronaphthalene thus renders it highly likely that perfluoro-

anthracene, perfluorotetracene etc. will also form radical cations

in SbCl^-SO^. In fact, this system may well be the fluorocarbon
analogue of Lewis and Singer's SbCl^-CH^Ol^ technique, ^ Tatlow

94
has prepared perfluoroanthracene but we were unable to obtain

it from him or from any other source. In view of this, and because

of their smaller size and greater amenability to theoretical

studies, the preparation of the fluorinated naphthalenes described

in chapter II was undertaken.

4,t 2T-i-hppta^lu9n9n^t^en,ps q F II (Figqo)
10 7

A 10 solution of Cn _P„H in S0_ reacted with the SbCl._10 7 2 5

forming a red solid similar to that seen for C-^o^S an(I a brilliant
green solution. No signals were observed at temperatures other

then room temperature. At this temperature a moderately strong

signal containing many lines (Fig.15) was obtained. In contrast

to 6^qFq+, the signal strength did not increase with time and
began to decrease l|r hrs, after reaction, disappearing entirely

after 2 hrs.

The sample was diluted until the lines narrowed no further
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but full resolution of the wings was not obtained; probably as a

-J_
result of the linewidth effects observed in C-^Fg an& "the close
proximity of the lines. Fig. 16 shows half the spectrum of such

a dilute sample at a slower field scc?,n. The signal was also studied

under grossly overmodulated conditions (Fig.17) to eliminate the

smaller splittings and so facilitate obtaining the larger ones.

No unequivocal analysis was, however, possible.
"I"

The substitution of one^?-fluorine in C-^Fg hy hydrogen to
+

give C^qF^H was expected to result in only slight spin perturb¬
ation at thejjC-positions and also to give a quintuplet splitting

for the latter. Only a small perturbation at theOC positions

was found for the cation of the dihydro compound, C^QFgH0(p.74 )•

5. 2.6k - hexafluoronaphthalene. C F H
10 6 2

A 10 solution of C^F^Hg reacted with the SbOl^
to form a red. solid and green solution which gave a 13 line

spectrum at room temperature (Fig.18), Two additional outside

lines were seen under higher gain conditions (Fig.19) and a

slower field scan clearly showed the structure seen on the centre

line to be a very small partially-resolved triplet splitting

(Fig.20).

A line diagram representing interaction of a quintuplet

with a triplet splitting is shown (Fig.21) and exactly reproduces

the positions of the observed. 15 lines with

= 17.89 — 0.10 gauss
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and Bp = 10.29 - 0.10 gauss
Those splittings were respectively assigned to the four 06 fluorines

and to the equivalent 3*7 fluorines of the radical cation of

CjcyFgH;?. Presence a quintuplet splitting instead of the
two sets of interacting triplets expected by symmetry, and the

magnitude of a^, indicates only slight©£ spin perturbation from
the perfluorinated cation. This is by no means true for the^J
positions where the fluorine splitting has more than doubled

leaving a much smaller spin density at the 2 and 6 positions.

The resulting proton triplet splitting, a^, is less than the
linewidths (250-700 milligauss) except for the relatively narrow centre

line, and has been measured as accurately as possible using a

slow field scan under conditions of optimum dilution.

aTT = 0.29 - 0.02 gauss
II

This splitting is much smaller than the^-proton splitting in the
95

naphthalene anion where = 1.83 gauss. The large spin change
n

at the 2,6 positions in progressing from to ^^^Fg+
57 73

contrasts with the observations of others on fluorinated anions '

where little change was found at a position when hydrogen was

substituted by fluorine. Such small changes have been observed

by Fischer for the cations of 1,5-difluoronaphthalene, 4~ fluoro-
1

biphenyl and 4j4 -difluorobiphenyl.

The signal intensity increased only slightly over two hours

and then slowly decreased but was still strong after five hours

when a black precipitate slowly began to form on the bottom of
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the sample tube. When shaken up, this formed a suspension and

a large broad signal (ca. 3 gauss in width) was superimposed on

96
the original. Howarth and Fraenkel have found that aromatic

hydrocarbons also form black paramagnetic complexes with SbCl,.

in CHgCl .

Pronounced linewidth variations and a correspondingly poor

agreement between the relative intensities and those in the line

diagram were again observed.. In particular, the intensities of

the lines forming any of the four fluorine triplets, other than

the centre, were found to be in the ratio 1 : 1.5 ' 0.2 instead

of the theoretical 1:2:1.

Neither increased radical stability nor resolution was

obtained from studies of this species, or of any of the others

discussed below, at lower temperatures. Similar behaviour for the
58less highly-fluorinated cations was reported by Fischer and

Zimmermann. The signal from C-^FgHg"1* was found to be proportion¬
ately the most intense of all those discussed in this chapter.

6. 2.3o7H - pentafluoronaphthalene. C F H (Fi-x.lO)
~ ~ ~

10 5 3

A 10 I-i solution of C-._F._H., also formed a green solution10 5 3

on reaction. The signal observed, at room temperature slowly

increased over 20 minutes and then remained, constant for 2 hrs.

-f-
but was appreciably weaker than that of C-^FgH^ , After this
time, specks of black paramagnetic material began to appear and.

the signal slowly began to decay but was still quite strong 7 hrs.
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after reaction.

The spectrum (Fig.22)shows 35 lines of about the same width

with further resolution at the centre. No more lines were seen

when the wings were examined under high gain conditions. A line

diagram representing interaction between a quintuplet and three

doublet splittings a^a^a is shown (Fig.23) and adequately
accounts for the line positions with

/■ -J~

a^ = 16.1 - 0.2 gauss
= 7.H-0.1 gauss

a^ = 4.19-0.15 gauss
and = 2.18-0.15 gauss.

The distance between the fourth and fifth of each set of 8 lines

formed by splitting of each line of the quintuplet is less than

their widths so that 35 lines and not 40 are observed. This can

be clearly seen in fig. 24 which shows one half of the spectrum

at a much slower field scan with the overlapped member of the

outside set indicated by a broken line. The splittings a^,ap
were respectively assigned to the fourOC fluorines and to the

single^! fluorine of the radical cation of C^qFj-H^. The splittings
a^sa^ were assigned to protons 2,3 respectively on the basis of
McLachlan spin density calculations (p.122 ) which predicted the

spin densities at those positions to be approximately in the ratio

a^/a.. The spin density predicted at position 7 was such that
when a value of = -28 gauss (p.14 ) is used, the resulting

hyperfine splitting is less than the linewidth (ca. 950 milligauss).
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This splitting was therefore unobserved.

The relative intensities of the observed lines are in

poor agreement with those in the line diagram. This arises from

the fact that the quintuplet splitting is composed of a doublet
1 2

splitting,, nd a quadruplet splitting;, a^, as shown in fig. 25.
The difference between those splittings is just less than the

linewidth for all but the centre three lines which are slightly

narrower and are partially resolved into doublets (Fig.22).

The second lines of the quintuplet are formed by superpositions

of two lines of relative intensities 1 s3 and this can also be

seen in fig. 24 where the components of relative intensity unity

are shown as broken lines. The outside lines of the quintuplet,

and therefore the eight outside lines on each side of the spectrum,

are by contrast non-superposed lines. This experimental evidence

for a slight perturbation from spin equivalence at the ©6 positions

is .also supported by McLachlan spin density calculations (p.122)

which predict slightly different densities ah positions 1,4*8

and a larger spin density at position 5. The doublet splitting

aj = 16.8 - 0.2 gauss is therefore assigned to position5 ar*d the
2 /- +

quadruplet splitting a^ = a^ = 16.1 - 0.2 gauss to positions 1,
4,8 equivalent to within the width of all the lines in the spectrum.

1 2
The magnitudes of a^,a^ and the oC fluorine splitting in

C1()F6H2 (p. 73 ) indicate a gradual decrea.se in the a fluorine
splittings as C-^Fg becomes progressively substituted at the8
positions. Although thefl fluorine splitting in is
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smaller than the 10.3 gauss observed for C-^FgEp ' , it is still
larger than the corresponding value of 4«7 observed for O^Fg
and the electron-withdrawing effect of this fluorine atom is

sufficiently large to cause the splitting from position 8 to be

less than the linewidth. 'The splittings from protons 2,3 are

much larger than the^? proton splitting of 0.29 observed for
^10^o^2+ an<^ Pro"t°n 3 i-s comparable to the^ proton •

95
splitting of 1.83 gauss, in the naphthalene negative iori.

7. 2.5.6, 71-1 - tetrafluoronanhthalene- C F K (Fig.10)
10 4 4

A 10 solution of G,_F „H, in 30^ formed the characteristic10 4 4 2

red solid and green solution on reaction and gave a 29 line

spectrum when examined at room temperature (Fig.26). Four

additional lines were seen under high gain conditions (Fig.27)*

The spectrum is fully symmetrical and Fig. 28 shows half of it

at a slower field scan where the lines are seen to have approx¬

imately the same width (950-1050 milligauss) and to be equally

spaced. In the absence of any prominent linewidth variations,

therefore, the correct line analysis must reproduce the observed

intensities as well as the line positions. The experimental

intensities of all lines relative to the centre line were calcul¬

ated.

This 33 line spectrum could not be ascribed to the monomer

radical cation of C. JF.II. ttfhere the maximum possible number of10 4 4

lines is 25. Fig. 29 is a line diagram for the two sets of inter-
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acting nine line splittings expected from a dimeric species.

With = 4&2S each line in the diagram is doubly superimposed
except for the centre line of each nontuplet which is a triple

superimposition and the four outside lines on either side which

are non-superimposed. A total of 41 lines is obtained. The

intensities of those lines relative to the centre line have

also been calculated and. are compared with experiment in table 4»

The agreement is very good. Both line diagram and table show

that the 4 outside lines on either side are too small to observe

being l/lOO of less the intensity of the centre line and hence 33 j

instead of 41 lines, are obtained. Under high gain conditions,

modulation broadening or signal saturation limit the relative
al/line intensities that may be observed. Wo other ratio of / a^

will give the correct number of equally spaced lines in the observed

intensity ratio e.g. the relative intensities for a^ = 5a9 an4

a^ = 3a0 are also given in table 4 and are seen to be in poorer
agreement with experiment.

The spectrum was therefore ascribed to the dimer cation of

G10F4H4 with
a^= a^, = 8.08 - 0.1 gauss,

a2 *11 = 2.02 - 0.05 gauss

and 1/^2 = 4«
Other workers have found the splittings in monomer radical cations

to be exactly twice those of the corresponding dimers,^51
The splittings in the hypothetical monomer cation are therefore
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a^, = l6.l6 gauss
and a-jj 83 4-04 gauss

and, as in C^Fg"1 (p.6o), only 21 lines would be observed, ^he
small amount of spin perturbation with respect to the naphthalene

58
anion that Fischer found for the 1,5-difluoronaphthalene cation

(p.74 ) contrasts with the magnitude of a„ which shows an increase.ti

of two injj spin density for this hypothetical species.
The signal intensity slowly increased over 3 hrs. and then

began to decrease but quite strong signals were still obtained 6

hrs. after reaction. Black specks of paramagnetic material slowly

began to form and a superimposed signal appeared 2 hrs, after

reaction.

8. 5.6.7.8H - tetrafluoronanhthalene. iso. G F H (Fig. 10)
10 4 4

A 10 solution of iso. Ch^F.H in S0„ ali30 formed a red10 4 4 2
solid and green solution when reacted with the SbCl... The signal

D

obtained increased slowly over 2-3 hrs. and then slowly decreased

but quite strong signals were obtaineri 7 hrs. after reaction. A

23 line spectrum was observed (Fig.30) with 4 additional lines

seen under high gain conditions (Fig.31). Unresolved structure

on the centre lines was clearly seen to be a small, partially-

resolved triplet splitting when a solution diluted by a factor of 5

was examined at a slower field scan (Fig.32).

Fig. 33 shows half of the spectrum at a slow scan and a

line diagram representing 3 sets of interacting triplet splittings
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TABLE 4 : Comparison of experimental and 'theoretical' intensities

for the climer cation of C , .F .H
X0: 4 4

T . TheoryLine
,,%r

_ ,

(from centre) -^penmen ^ ^ _ 5^ „• a^, = 3^

1 1 1 1 1
2 O.84 0.87 0.81 0.96
3 0.73 0.71 0.49 0.88
4 0.66 0.74 0.43 0.81
5 0.62 0.80 0.65 0.69
6 0.51' 0.67 0.80 0.54
7 0.41 0.47 0.66 0.43
8 0.37 0.40 0.37 0.32
9 0.32 0.40 O.25 0.21

10 0.23 0.33 0.33 0.14
11 0.16 0.20 0.40 0.09
12 0.11 0.13 0.32 0.05
13 r 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.02

14 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.01
15 0.014 0.05 0.10 0.005
16 0.003 0.02 0.11 0.001

17 _0.001 0.02 0.09 0.000
18 0.01 0.05
19 0.01 0.019
20 0.002 0.013
21 0.000 0.014
22 0.011
23 0.006
24 0.002
25 0.000
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• TABLE 5 : Experimental splitting constants for radical cations

„ .. 1 Equivalent positions ~ , .... y \Cation , ... .. ., Splitting (gauss)and multiplicity 1 o \e> /

1,4,5,8 - quintuplet 19.01 - 0.05

2,3,6,7 - quintuplet a = 4*78 - 0.01
C F.,

10 8 „ „ r „ . , , , „ „o +

1,4,5,8 - quintuplet a = 17«89 - 0.10F

C10F6H2 3,7 - triplet ap= 10.29 - 0.10
2,6 - triplet a « 0.29 - 0.02

ix

P 4-

1,4,5,8 - quintuplet a^- lo.l - 0.2
6 - doublet ar= 7.11 - 0.1

C P II 11
53 2 - doublet aR= 4.19 - 0.15

3 - doublet a = 2.18 £ 0.15

c10P4V4imer)
I

1,4,5,8 +
, , , nontuplet a_= 8.08 - 0.1

1,4,5,8

+
, , , nontuplet a-.= 2.02 • 0.05

2,3,6,7

iso-c10P4H4

1,4 - triplet ap= 19.53 - 0.2
2,3 - triplet ap= 6.51 £ 0.15
5,8 - triplet a = 2.37 £ 0.1

n

6,7 - triplet a^= 0.59 £ 0.15

2 See fig.10.
See, however, P.79
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accounting for the positions of the 27 lines with

= 19*53 - 0.2 gauss,

a^ = 6.51 i 0.15 gauss.
•(-

a^ = 2.37-0.1 gauss.
The splittings were respectively assigned to the equivalent

1,4 and 2,3 fluorines of the radical cation of Gn AF .H. and a., to' ' 10 4 4 3

the equivalent 5?8 protons. The splitting a^ = 3a£ hut a0^ 3a^.
The partially-resolved splitting, a. v was measured as accurately

as possible at a very slow scan and assigned to the 6,7 protons,

a = 0.59 - 0.15 gauss

aiyThe ratio /a_ is less than the value of 4 for the octa-

ayC4/
fluoronaphthalene cation and nearer /aT = 2.67 in the naph-

95 ^thalene anion but the magnitudes of ant* "their ratio of

4 are in poor agreement with the same data. TheOC spin density

is again little perturbed from that in the octafluoronaphthalene

cation.

Comparison of the spectrum with the line diagram again

indicates large intensity anomalies resulting from linewidth

variations.

10. g values

Equation (2) can be used to calculate the isotropic g values

of free radicals in solution (see p. 1 ). At constant V, the

value of H at the centre of the spectrum of a standard radical of

fixed g can be calculated from this equation. The field value at
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the centre of the spectrum of the radical whose g value is required

can then "be found "by measuring the distance between the centres

of the superimposed signals and using the appropriate calibration

of field versus distance on the recorder. The value of g can

then be found by substitution of this value of II in (2). A

solution of Fremy's salt (potassium nitrosodisulphonate) in
98

saturated aqueous potassium carbonate was used as a standard

to determine g values for the fluorinated naphthalene cations.

This radical has a well-resolved nitrogen triplet splitting of
jl QQ

13.09 gauss and g = 2.0055 — 0.00005# The difference in field

between the two extreme lines = 26.18 gauss and was used to re¬

calibrate the field for every g value measurement in order to

compensate for variations and non-linearity in field scan.

Those calibrations were also used for accurate measurement of the

hyperfine splittings. The solution was contained in a melting-

point tube attached to the outside of the capillary of sample

tube C (Fig.7). Fig. 34 shows the signal from Fremy's salt

superimposed on the spectrum of the 5»7»8H-tetrafluoronaphtha-

lene cation.

The g values of most organic free radicals are within 1^ of

the free electron value (g' = 2.0023 ) whereas those of hydrocarbon

radical ions are within 0.1% of g The deviations are due to' Do

a combination of spin-orbit coupling and orbital Zeeman inter¬

actions and , although small, can be measured to a high degree of

accuracy. The spin-orbit coupling constant,/^ , increases with
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increasing atomic number and Blois et alia1^ found that for a

series of monohalogen-substituted hydrocarbon ions and semiquin-

ones, g increased in the order 1^ Brjf ClV F.) Ii and further increased
on polyhalogenation. In addition, a very nearly linear relationship

between Sg and ^ was found for the tetrahalogenated p-bensosemi-

73
quinone ions. Similar data has been reported by Kivelson for

halogen-substituted triphenylmethyl radicals.

Those g value variations can be used to distinguish betii'een

radicals containing relatively heavy atoms e.g. nitroxides or -OH

or -CHO substituted species, and those containing only atoms of

smaller atomic number e.g. hydrocarbon ions. Only minimal inform¬

ation 011 molecular electronic structure may be obtained, however,

from a study of the deviations. The g values for the fluorinated

naphthalene cations are given in table 6.

The value of ca. 2.004 for an<^ Pro^a^-^y

C^qF^H', is higher than the value of 2.002 around which most
hydrocarbon ion radicals cluster. The increase in g from C^FgHp

•f-
to C^^Fg is 0.0002, i.e. 0.0001 per additional fluorine atom, and

73
compares favourably with a change of 0.00015 observed by Kivelson

in fluorinated triphenylmethyl radicals. Further decreases for
-f

C^qFj-H^ and iso. C^qF^H^ are expected but instead relatively
large increases are obtained. Singer^ found the g value of the

dimer cation of naphthalene little changed from the naphthalene

anion: accordingly the value for the dimer cation of C^qF^H^ is
expected to be less than that of the hypothetical C^Fg dimer
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TABLE 6 ; g values of fluorinated naphthalene cations

CATION g value

C10P8 2.0042

C10F7e1 —

C10P6H2 2.0040

croP5H3 2.0055

C10P4H4^dimer^ 2.OO64

Iso- C10P4H4 2.0070

^Thd nr value of C,0F,J:I could not be measured as the centre of° 10 7

the spectrum was not accurately determined but would

probably be ca, 2,0041 for the monomer cation.
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cation which, by analogy, should, also be 2.0042;, the value lor

the monomer. But again a large increase is obtained instead.

We cannot explain those anomalous results.

g values of radical ions of aromatic hydrocarbons substituted

only by fluorine have not been previously reported.

Although the g tensor (p. 1 ) for radicals in solution is

almost completely isotropic, information can still be obtained on

its anisotropic component by studies of the widths of E.3.R.
6b

absorption lines and Carrington has deduced the principal com¬

ponents of the fluorine anisotropicg tensor from studies of the

linewidth variations in the isomeric fluoronitrobenzene anions.

32In addition, Praenkel et alia have obtained approximate values

of theTT-spin densities on fluorine by linewidth studies of the

2,5~difluoronitrobenzene anion. The use of linewidth variations

in the study of such topics as cis-trans isomerism, ring- inversion,

restricted rotation and proton exchange has been reviewed by
102

Hudson and Luckhurst.

The width is determined by Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle

wheief'is the relaxation time and the uncertainty in the energy.

Since&E = h&Jl, the uncertainty in frequency or linewidth is

given by

11. Linewidtfos

AeY« h/%Tf (32)

(33)
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i.e. it is governed "by the time the radical can stay in the

higher spin state without reverting to the lower one.

l/f = 1/t1+ i/t2 (34)
where T^and T^ are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation
times respectively. T^ is controlled "by spin-orbit coupling
which is very small in organic free radicals-;so that is relatively

large (of the order of seconds) and makes negligible contribution

to the width. Because is so large, the mechanism whereby

the spin system can lose energy and so preserve the Boltzmann

distribution between the two levels is weak. If the number of

spins per unit time being excited from lower to upper level,

exceeds the number returning, the resonance line broadens and

eventually disappears when the populations become equal. This

is known as saturation and may result in broadening the whole

spectrum or merely part of it. Under non-saturation conditions,

the major contribution to the linewidth comes from T^ which is
a reduction of the time spent in either of the two states because

of dipolar interactions with the surrounding electrons and nuclei.

As the electron has a very much larger magnetic moment than any

nucleus, the greater contribution is from electron-electron inter¬

action and therefore highly dependent on concentration. This '

effect is reduced, as much as possible by dilution until 110

further narrowing is observed. The same mechanism can also

broaden the lines through dipolar interaction with a polar solvent

or conjugate'ion. A classic example of the effect is observed in



Line-broadening is also caused by electron-nuclear dipolar

interactions and depends on the separation of the dipoles and

the angle between the direction of the applied field and the

vector joining them. The expression for this contribution

is random and the radicals in a polycrystadline mass} the vectors

from the nuclei to the electrons make a great many angles 0

with the applied field and the line is broadened. On the other

hands if the nuclei are allowed to rotate freely with respect to

the position of the electrons the angular term averages out and

there is no contribution to the width. This is never the case

in solution but the contribution from this term increases with

increasing viscosity.

A general theory of linewidths was developed by Kubo and

Tomita"^^ following the work of Bloembergen et alia^"^ on nuclear

105relaxation and x;as extended by Kivelson to E.S.R. linewidths

in solution. This theory was in good agreement with experiment

where the lines all had approximately the same width but could

not explain the linewidth variations later observed by a number

of authors. This effect was shown by Fraenkcl and Freed^"^ to

arise from the degeneracy of the nuclear spin states in the

presence of several equivalent nuclei for which the Kivelson theory

makes no allowance. In their treatment of the degeneracy problem,

those authors use the alternative to the ICubo-Tomita theory of

contains a term of the form If the sample
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107
nuclear relaxation viz. the theories of Bloch and Redfield

Those use an approximate form of the equation of motion for the

density matrix of the spin system in terms of what may "be called

a relaxation matrix. They showed that a degenerate 3H.S.R. line

arising from sets of equivalent nuclei may consist of a super¬

position of several Lorentzian lines of different widths thus

accounting for the alternating linewidth effect. A single

Lorentzian line was still observed.- however, when variations in

the widths of the composite lines were small compared to the

average width.
66

Carrington has used, the Fraenkel-Freed theory to relate

some of the linewid.ths in the spectra of the fluoronitrobenzene

anions to sums and products of the fluorine and nitrogen quantum

numbers associated with each line, but no line examined arose

from degenerate transitions and. his relaxation matrix was of the

order unity. For radicals containing sets of equivalent nuclei,

lines arising from n degenerate transitions have matrices of
2

order n . For the C^Fg cation, the matrix for the centre line
2 -2

would be of order 6 x 6 i.e. 129&, and the matrices for many of

the other lines would also be very large. Complete analysis of

the effects involve finding both diagonal and off diagonal matrix

elements and present a large computational problem. The lino—

widths and intensities relative to the centre line have been

measured for the eleven centre lines of the cation using

sufficiently-dilute solutions und.er non-saturation conditions but
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no such analysis has "been attempted. This data is given in

table 7«

If the widths of the individual components of a degenerate

hyperfine line are significantly different from the average

width, the line is not truly Lorentzio,n in shape. Studies of

relative line shapes can also be used- to demonstrate linewidth

108
effects and have been employed, by Fraenlcel et alia to show

how their theory improves on Kivelson's where there are large

intramolecular anisotropic dipolar contributions to the line-

widths as in the fluorinated. naphthalene cations. Such studies

are not usually made, however, as the information they yield.

can just as easily be obtained from the linewid.ths themselves.

The relative line shapes are defined by the expression

S = (A D /D.)"«"/ (35)
r. r. o' i r.
ill

c
3. A.

, ^ d.
where b = /s , A = /k , £ = /S are respectively the

r. o* r. o' r. o
ill

shape factor, amplitude and. width of line i measured relative

to the centre line of the spectrum and. are the degeneracies

of line i and of the centre line. If the linos all have the

same shape, the values of 3 are unity. Table 7 also gives
i

those values for the eleven centre lines of the radical cation of

octafluoronaphthalene. The changes from line to line are much
108

larger than those observed by Fraenlcel for the tetracyanoethylene

anion. The shape factors for corresponding lines on either side

of the centre line are approximately equal except for the third

lines from the centre, indicated by brackets, which are doubly
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overlapped (Fig„13).

B. Spin Density Calculations

The experimental hyperfine splittings (table 5) have

been correlated with McLachlan spin density calculations of

^>C>^>jp(25) andj3^(l3). Before presenting this data, a discussion
of methods used to calculate spin densities and their limitations

is given, in order to show why the McLachlan method was selected.

1. Review of Methods

The simplest method of calculating 1ST spin densities is the
t?

Huckel method and is critically examined in chapter two of Streit-
109

weiser. Several simplifying approximations are usually made

in setting up the secular determinant, depending on the type of
It

Huckel theory used., the most drastic of which is the complete

neglect of the overlap matrix elements, between atomic

orbitals i,j. One major defect is that the theory makes no allow-

ance for (PTTinteraction and treats the (Telectrons as an unpolar-

isable core. Neither does it allow for electron correlation

(p.104) in any form. Such interactions can significantly affect

the magnitudes of the spin densities. Despite those approximations,

the spin densities obtained are often in excellent agreement with

experimental values calculated from (13) and the method is still

widely used. It cannot account, however, for negative spin

densities such as are obtained at the 9510 positions of the
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TABLE 7 : Relative intensities, linewidths and shape factors for

the octafluoronanhthalene cation

1
Line

Relative Intensities Relative
Linewidths

Relative
^

Shape Factors

Experimental Theoretical

1 0.12 0.44 3.00 1.49

2 0.27 O.67 2.20 1.33

3 0.24 O.44 1.90 1.43

4 (0.21) 0.31 (1.60) (1.31)

5 O.67 O.67 1.10 I.04

centre 1 1 1 1

7 0.53 O.67 1.05 O.96

8 (0.13) 0.31 (2.50) (1.77)

9 0.21 0.44 1.85 1.41

10 0.18 O.67 2.45 1.34

11 0.09 0.44 3.30 1.49

In order of increasing field
^

Calculated using the formula S = (A D /D.)^<r (p.lOl)
r. r. o'i r.v^'
11 l
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naphthalene anion and more sophisticated theories are necessary.

Some discussion of Iluclcel spin densities for the fluorinated

naphthalene cations is given in 2.

The spin-independent Hamiltonian, K, for a radical can be

written as the sum of one and two electron operators,

and could be solved to give an exact wave function were it not

for the presence of the electron correlation terms, l/r_. The

various SCP types ofTf-electron approximation allow for some

correlation by using the one-electron orbitals, jh , obtained by
the variation method, in the form of a Slater determinant. For

nTT-electrons the wave function,

y=iytj—(")
where the x s denote both space and spin co-ordinates. This is

equivalent to replacing the two-electron operator in (36) by a

one-electron operator which appears as an average of the two-

electron terms. Physically, each electron moves in the field of

the nuclei and the self-consistent field formed by the 'averaged.1

fields of the electrons. SCP methods have been reviewed by Amos

and Hall^'"''^ and are discussed in Salem,

In the restricted Hartree-Fock SCP approximation, the

wave function is given by

y =) fjUWl). . .fp(pX«p) ^(p+ljftp+l). . .^(nj8(n)| (38)
Each spatial orbital, , is doubly occupied by electrons of

spin06,p except for the highest, containing only the unpaired
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electron and^/ is an eigenfunction of where ^ is the total
spin angular momentum operator for the radical. The equations

satitfied. by those molecular orbitals are found by use of the

variation principle and techniques for their solution when ex¬

pressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals have been

112 "
developed by Roothaan. As in Huckel theory, thefT" spin densities

are given by the squares of the atomic orbital coefficients in

the unpaired orbital and can never be negative. The method,

however, takes no account of correlation between electrons of

opposite spin.

To allow for such correlation different spatial orbitals

for electrons of different spin must be used and this is the

basis of the unrestricted Hartree-Fock approach. As it forms the

basis of the McLachlan approximation, the method is discussed in

more detail. The wave function

l)0t(l). ..J>p(p)0t(p)»®1(p+lj3(p+l). ••®q(nj£(n)j (39)
where the functions J 6 L andi® t form two different orthonormal

t<$ IB
sets. Pople and Nesbet have deduced the equations satisfied

by the a-nd when written in terms of the basis set H of
MTTatomic orbitals,

M M

= lL-w a ., 0. =Xw b . (40)
s s si' 1 s s si v

The co-efficients a ., b . are eigenvalues of the matrices
si si

-Band F~ where

F*£'H + G°^ F^= H + G^ (41)

are the 3CF matrices for electrons with06,^ spins respectively.
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The matrix elements are given by

H = fw (l)h.w (lJdT, (42)sufsx/lux,/l

where h^ is a one-electron Hamiltonian.
G^- + v)(8t,uv' - prt(stl,ra3 *

a - - (43)
afu " &EPvt + <W(st,w) ~ ^t(et,TO3

and. ( st} uv) = Jwg(l)wt(2) Vlr12wu(l)wv(2)dr1dr2. (44)
The unrestricted bond-order matrices P and Q are defined as

P P

P = Z?, a a* , Q = b b^ (45)uv r=l ur vr ' uv r=l ur vr

and are analogous to the charge and bond-order matrices of

ordinary SCF theory. The spin density matrix

Jo = P - Q (46)
and the densities are given by the diagonal elements so that

f - fP 2 + li'tfJ2 - I»i12) (47)
where (j>^ contains the unpaired electron with spinOC Unlike the
restricted Hartree-Foclc, the method predicts negative spin densities

where | 0^| ^ exceeds } jhf ^ at a node of but those densities are
usually in unsaidsfactory agreement with experiment. This arises

becauseVp is no longer an eigenfunction of*3^ and is contamined
" 114

by states of multiplicity higher than doublet. Lowdin has

shown how those states may be removed by applying a projection

operator to the wave function but it is extremely difficult to

find expressions for the spin densities after such a procedure.

115
Amos and Hall have shown, however, that only the most important
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of the contaminating spin multiplets need he removed as the others
11^

have relatively little effect and Snyder has used such a

function to obtain formulae for the spin densities in terms of

P and Q. The agreement with experiment was found to he much

better.

Unrestricted Hartree-Fock spin densities may also he found

117
using the perturbation theory of McLachlan. The SCF orbitals

of the neutral molecule are regarded, as zero-order unrestricted

molecular orhitals. If

P = P* + T° (48)
—«

where P is constructed from the lowest q orhitals containing

electrons of Gt spin and P° from the remaining orbitals then

p'(0) = Q(0) (49)

The notation is similar to that previously used (p.106) and the

zero-order unrestricted hond-ord.er matrices p(o) and Q(0) for€(»,

^spins respectively are half the bond-order matrix for the
neutral molecule. The zero-order unrestricted SCF matrices

F (0), F (0) are both equal to the SCP matrix for the neutral

molecule. It can be seen from (41) that the effect of the un~
-C0 -8
P and P .paired electron comprising P° is to perturb P and P'. The

corrections are to a first order given by

ft ft ( T o VPr(l)-P (0) - d Vp (°)+5^ +rs rsv ' rs t v tt rt

X1 s
where the Pariser-Parr approximation for the integrals has

been used.
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To a first order? both sets of orbitals alter equally

under the perturbation of the Coulomb field of the cdd electron

as represented by the sum in (50)• The change in spin density
-OC _ oc

thus results from the exchange term F (l)-F (o). McLachlan uses

119the perturbation theory of Coulson to express the first order

spin density in terms of polarisability co-efficients5TT .

After neglecting various small terms and assuming that the one

centre coulomb integral,^^ has the same value for all atoms r?
the spin density on the r th atom is given by

J°r = Prr-
= c2 - jSf Hir c2 (51)or ^rr s rs os

where c- , c are the co-efficients of atoms r.s in the orbital
or os y

containing the unpaired electron. McLachlan also shows that the
It

use of Huckel instead of SCP orbitals makes little difference to

the values ofprovided that their energies are suitably

modified by appropriate choice of a Huckel resonance integral.

This is effected by replacing ifvr( 51) *y -A" lO^eff where
eff rs ~ ^rs^rs (52)

It

is the effective Huckel resonance integral obtained as an average

over all bonds in the radical and^^^are respectively the
(I

Huckel resonance integral for the bond between atoms r,s and the

corresponding two-centre coulomb integral. Using Pariser and

Parr's^^ values °^f VQ an<l^rsIs found to be approximately
equal to 1.2. Most authors use values ofX between 1.1 and 1.2.
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Ci

In practice, the Huckel orbitals for the radical are first

determined but (51) is not used to calculate the values of ^ as
this would involve prior calculation of the terms IT • Instead

rs

equation (47) is used with ^ the Huckel orbitals and
"

a
modified Huckel orbitals, calculated withp^c unchanged

but with the coulomb integral for atom r,06 = +2Ab2 $
r ^ orf eff

Atoms other than carbon within theTT—framework are treated

C?

in this approximation by using the appropriate Huclcol parameters

Pxrc

h and k inhere
X cx

G6 =06 + h rx o xf cc

O n (53)
andd ox" Ktfcc

The terms are respectively the coulomb integral of atom X

and the resonance integral of the bond C-X. The corresponding

quantities for carbon atoms and C-C bonds, 06 andy0cc, are
stando-rd.

Although the McLachlan method predicts negative spin densities

where those are required by experiment, the overall agreement

with exact unrestricted Hartree-Pock (UHP) is very poor. This

arises from the fact that first order UHP (McLachlan) and exact

UHP are, in essence, quite different. If a UHP function is used

from which the unwanted spin components have been annihilated,

however, the resulting spin densities are very similar to those

obtained by the McLachlan method. Those densities are ustially in

very good agreement with experiment.
120

The configuration interaction approach of Hoijtink may
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also Toe used to calculate spin densities inTT-radi oals. For a

doublet state with (2n+l) electrons the one-electron orbitals

fl * * *"f2n+l are cons^-^Gra(^ an<l "t1ne lowest (n-i-l) of those used to
form a restricted Ilartree-Foclc wave function,*^. Those orbitals

t;

could be either SCF or more usually iiuckel.

Vo - I flV • • -tnfnfol (54)
wheroD^-spin orbitals arc denoted by <jh andyS by . Allowance
is made for correlation between electrons of opposite spin by

admixing withVj/Q the singly-excited doublet configurations
Vk ■ 1/fi4[2 If jfofki -I fkfji1 -I foWdl] '55)

where j-4 n and k^nH-2s and the function then becomes

v -Vo* <UicVk (56)
.p

The resulting spin density matrix,vl/ is given by

I "S° * 21^4^ V1')"" tormo in^ jk

wherejo"q is the matrix from (54) and the operator D^v selects
the co-efficient of the atomic orbital product w w from the1

u v

integral. Densities on individual atoms are given by diagonal

elements of the matrix.

The method also predicts negative spin densities and the

spin densities obtained arc similar in magnitude to those obtained

using the McLachlan method but only if manys or all, of the

co irf igurat ions a^jk are included in the wave function. This is

impracticable for many-electron radicals e.g. the fluorinated
121

naphthalene cations. In addition, Lefebvre has shown that it
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is incorrect to use perturbation theory to find theX s*

It

Although those SCF methods improve on Huclcel theory by

making allowance for electron correlation, they too assume CPrr

separability and treat the Cf electrons as an unpolarisable core,

12?
Pople et alia " have developed an approximate SCF theory whereby

all chemically effective olootrons, both CTand TT, are considered

by using a basis set constructed from all valenoo shell atomic

orbitals e.g. carbon 2b and 2p for nlanar aromatic radicals
x,y , a

and radical ions. The prinoipal approximation involved is the

neglect of some of the lees important olectron repulsion integrals

when computing the matrix elements of the Hartree-Foclc Hamiltonian

operator. The approximation is effected by neglect of differ¬

ential overlap (NDO) i.e. terms j>u(l)<|>v(l) in the eleotron
repulsion integrals are equated to zero. This serves to eliminate

all three and four centre repulsion integrals thus substantially

reducing the computation time and allowing calculations to be

performed on large polyatomic molecules. Two centre integrals

may also be eliminated depending on the degree to which the

approximation is applied.
12 ^

The CHDO (Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap) method

results in the elimination of all one, two, three and four

centre repulsion integrals from the matrix elements of the

Hartree-Fock Kamiltonian operator with the exception of one and

two centre coulomb integrals. The matrix elements can then be

expressed in terms of experimentally observable quantities such
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as ionisation potentials and electron affinities which serve

to calibrate the method and compensate for its approximations.

Such an approach has been used for theTf-olectron approximations

previously discussed and CI!DO is essentially an extension to the

CTelectrons as well. Both restricted and unrestricted Kartree-

Pock wave functions may be used and the method predicts bond

lengthsy bond angles and bending force constants in good agree¬

ment with experiment. When used to calculate spin densities in

IT aromatic radicals, however, the method presents little improve¬

ment over the exact UUP because of neglect of CPTTexchange integrals

which are responsible for in-plane CTdensities e.g. at the

nuclei of H and P. Por this reason and because of inadequate

computing facilities for performing CUDO calculations on many-

electron systems, such calculations were not performed on the

fluorinated cations. CNDO calculations were performed, however,

on the hypothetical cation and anion of perfluorobutadiene. (see C)

The INDO method"*"^ is a slight modification of CNDO such

atomic orbitals are centered on the same atom. One centre exchange

integrals are now present in the simplified matrix elements of

the Hartreo-Pock Hamiltonian and, when chosen semi-empirically

from atomic Slater-Condon parameters, serve as an additional

calibration for the method.

As INDO specifically considers C£-"TTinteraction within its

framework, unpaired spin density at the nuclei ofTT-aromatic

that the overlap both
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radicals, and hence the corresponding hyperfine splittings, can

he directly evaluated* Equations of general form (20) relating

hyperfine splittings toTT* spin densities via O-Tf spin polarisation

parameters are therefore no longer required. Those parameters

are now only of academic interest as the accuracy of a restricted

or unrestricted Hartree-Foclc wave function to describe the ground

states of radicals can be assessed by direct comparison of

experimental hyperfine splittings with those calculated from the

INDO method. The technique is of very recent origin, however,

and the author has been unable to obtain a computer programme

for performing calculations on the fluorinated naphthalene

cations at the time of writing this thesis.

It is apparent from this review that the IIcLachlan method

presents the best approach to performing spin density calculations

on the fluorinated naphthalene cations in the absence of facilities

for performing INDO type calculations. The method, however, is

an approximate one and. cannot be expected to give completely

accurate results. The percentage errors in the spin densities

are most likely to be large where those densities are small e.g.

values of fp <25).
2. KcLacblan Spin Densities

In chapter I, E, it has been shown that use of the three

parameter equation (27) to correlate fluorine hyperfine splitt¬

ings with calculated values of p^,, p^, p results in values of
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F F
ancl Qjrp which are in poor agreement with those obtained from

the two parameter fit (25) and are probably erroneous. This

arises because (31) is only an approximate relationship and

because of uncertainties in (p»37 ) as well as in The

values of ja^and K (26) are larger for cations than for anions
(see p.35 and tables below), and the errors in using (31) would
therefore be even greater. For those reasons, the two para¬

meter oquation(25) has been used to correlate the a^s obtained,
for the fluorinated cations (see A and p.9t ) with McLachlan

spin density calculations of p and o„. By using this equationj ° j l
in the one parameter form (26). values of Q0^|. can be directly
evaluated from the corresponding values ofand the data is

therefore presented in this manner and then discussed. For those

positions at which the values of were considered to be sufficiently
accurate, least squares fits of a^ to the one and two parameter

Fequations were then performed. The values of and
F

Qpp so obtained are given on p.132.

The coulomb and. resonance parameters h,k (p. 109) were

respectively varied in units of 0.5 from h = 2 to 3 and from

k = 0.6 to 0.7. As found by other workers,the values of

>•(13) wore fairly insensitive to the parameter variations

whereas the reverse was true for the values of p., which increased
vP

with increasing k and decreased with increasing h. Although
n

125there exist no definite Huckel parameters for fluorine, the
densities obtained from h = 2.0 and. k = 0.70 were considered to
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^2be most accurate for several reasons: Kaplan et alia have made

independent estimates of from lincwiclth studies in the 395-

difluoronitrobenzene anion and have found that h^ = 2.25 an<3.
= 0.72 adequately reproduced those values. In addition,

126
I'Haya has performed molecular orbital calculations on fluoro-

benzene and suggests values of hp from 1,5 to 2.1 and k^ from
0.5 to 0.7. From carbon—fluorine overlap integral data and by

125
analogy with lc_ and k„ values of k„ „ from 0.6 to 0.7v—ixJ 0—U U—1*

seem reasonable. Furthermore, the values of jd_^(13) calculated
using those values of h = 2 and k = 0.70 were generally found

to be in best agreement with 'experimental' values obtained from
JT

the corresponding proton splittings using a value of Q^p = -28
gauss (p.14 )• discussed extensively in chapter I, A, howevers

this value of Q^.T may be inaccurate and hence lead, to erroneous

that some of those values of could be exactly reproduced

'experimental' values of p.. It should be mentioned, however,

S:
using a larger value of k viz. O.85 - 0.9 (see below). Overlap

125
integral data indicates, however, that this value of k is too

large. Accordingly, spin densities obtained, using this value of k

were not used in the least squares fits but some discussion of
It

them is given below. Huckel spin densities were obtained from

the IicLachlan output data and- are also discussed, in some detail.

In the data presented, below, ..jd , o„
J°n j n

refer to the carbon

and. fluorine spin densities at position n and a„ (see table 5)
'

n

refers to the corresponding hyperfine splitting. All spin
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densities were evaluated using h - 2.0, k = 0.70, except vrhere

stated otherwise. In addition, a value of/, = 1.2 was used

throughout.

(i)
10 3

I y .

The ratio of the McLachlan densities pn Lon - 3.90 is in
J li 2

excellent agreement with the ratio a™ /a„ = 4 (p.60 ) and impliesj., J) 0A <=

thai?-the values of Q »_s and therefore K, for the 1,2 positionsoff

are constant. This is in excellent agreement with the values

found for those parameters. By contrast- the ratio /p^ = 2.6l
(i 1* ^

predicted by the Huclcel spin densities suggests a value of

for position one which is much greater than that for position

two: paradoxically; K is predicted to be constant. The I-Iuckel

values of K are larger than the KcLachlan values. This arises

mainly because of large percentage increases in .o^,. Bazhin et
6s " +

alia have also performed Huckel calculations on C^Fg , using
h = 2.0, k = 1 and obtain values of Q = 97986.6 gauss for theQlL

1,2 positions respectively. This value of k is probably too

large, however (p.115).

(ii) C P II (table 9)
10 6 2

Experimentally, the hyperfine splittings from positions 1,4

are equivalent to within the linewidth (250 - 700 milligauss)„

The McLachlan density pn , however, exceeds jo by 0.03. With
J "4 J 1

= 97 gauss (see below), this is equivalent to a difference
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TABLE 8 : C F (l»'ig.V5)
10 8

MoLachlan Huckel aP
Position bpin Densities. 0 Spin Densities (gauss)

j>c J°I' k3°P^C W J°C j°F K3°p/<°C %ff

1,4,5,8 0.195 0.018 0.092 97.5 0.154 0.027 0.175 123.4 19.01

2,3,6,7 0.050 0.006 0.120 95.6 0.059 0.010 0.169 81.0 4.78

1 < 2f 2ee equation (26)
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TaDLJ 9 s C F K (Tirr.V))
10 6 2

.— r
?i .0

pMcLaohlan Huckel u

Position tip in Densities Spin Densities (Bxpt.)

/C. c -\ff Jo J°P Qeff
1,5 0.171 0.015 0.088 104.6 0.138 0.025 0.181 129.6

2,6 0.018 0.041 0.011

3,7 0.099 0.011 0.111 103.9 0.090 0.016 0.178 114.33

4,8 0.200 0.020 0.100 89.5 0.159 0.029 0.182 112.5

aF,H
(gauss)

17.89

0.29

10.29

17.89

Calculated ixsing (13) and Qqj.t - ~28 gauss
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of 2.7 gauss in the corresponding hyporfine splittings which: is

considerably larger than the linewidths. The most accurate

value of is therefore obtained by taking the average value

for those positions which equals 97.1 gauss in excellent agree¬

ment with the McLachlan values for the 1,2 positions of C^Fg' .

The value of for position 3 is slightly larger but also in

very good, agreement with those values.
+ "

As for C^Fg s ih® Huckel values of at theOC positions
are smaller than the corresponding McLachlan values and result

+ '»
in larger values for Unlike C^^Fg , however, the Huckel
spin density at thc^J position shows a slight decrease over the
McLachlan value resulting in a value of for position 3

tl

which is in slightly better agreement with the average Huckel

values for positions 1,4. The Huckel values of K for the
-I-

positions are equal to those found for C^Fg •

The McLachlan value of a. is in better agreement with
„ J02

'experiment* than the Huckel value which is almost 4 times as

large. The 'experimental' value could be reproduced, almost

exactly by the use of k = 0.85, resulting in values of Q Tor

theot,^ positions of C^FgH^"1 which respectively increased and
decreased by about 10^!.

It seems that the McLachlan values of Qe^ and K are approx-
imately constant for theOCsyfij positions of C-^o^Q , C^FgHg but

i<

the constant Huckel values of K are not in good agreement with
-J-

the small value of obtained for position 2 of C^Fg •
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(iii) C P II (table 10)
10 5 3

The hyperfine splittings from positions 1*4*8 are equivalent

to within the linewidths. Although the McLachlan values for pr, *
J 4

o„ are the same, they* however* exceed pn by 0.017. With
J 8 J 1 Gx

= 94.9 gauss (see below)* this is equivalent to a difference of

1.6l gauss for a^ which is larger than the linewidths (350
J\4 {

milligauss). As for C, nFAlr ' , the most accurate values of Q0 ' 10 6 2 ' eff

and K are obtained by talcing averages for those three positions

and are respectively found to be 94.9 gauss and. 0.094<,• in excellent

agreement with the HcLachlan values for b'heC6*/5 positions of C-^Fg'
and C.J1VH0 • The hcLachla.n value for pn exceeds the average10 o 2 JC5
of pn * pn and pn by 0.054 and* with Qe;^ 94• 9 gauss* suggests'S°lfG4 f( '8
a value of a„ which differs by 5»1 gauss. This is much larger

5
than the sum total of the observed, hyperfine splitting difference

and the linewidth* even after allowance is made for errors in a_ *

1

a^, . The lower value of T°r position 5 therefore arises from
5

an erroneously high value of p„ . In addition* ,on is completely
j 5 JC5

insensitive to variation of h*k. This might arise from the fact

that fluorine 5 is the onlyCC fluorine which is ortho to another

fluorine atom and this is also the case for the 4*8 positions 'of
'

(p.117)» Errors in the spin densities predicted by McLachlan's

method may therefore arise where there exists some degree of

molecular assyraetry. The value of Q „„ for position 6 is lowerefi

than those obtained for then fluorines of C-^Fg r an(i ^10^6^0'
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TAB LP 10-Q F K (ffifl-.VS)
10 5 3

1!

McLachlan Kuckel #o„
l 0

Position Spin Densities Spin Densities (itept.)

j°c j i 'C Qeff J°c p ^°pj°G \ff
1 0.159 0.015 0.094 101.3 0.133 0.025 0.188 121.1

2 0.081 0.081 0.150

3 0.056 0.066 0.073

4 0.176 0.016 0.091 91.5 0.147 0.027 O.I84 109.5

5 0.224 0.023 0.103 75.0 0.174 0.032 O.I84 96.6

6 0.092 0.012 0.130 77*3 0,084 0.016 0.190 84.6

7 0.027 0,048

8 0.175 0.017 0.097 92.0 0.139 0.026 O.I87 115.8

aPsK
(gauss)

16,1

4.19

2.18

16.1

16.8

7.11

16.1
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and may, for simila.r reasons, also arise from an erroneously

high value for p . Paradoxically, the value of K for this
J 6

position is larger

Although the McLachlan value for on is in fairly good agree-
J 3

rnent with the 'experimental' value, the agreement for p„ is

poor. Unlike the more symmetrical Ch^F^E , use of k = O.85
results in only slightly "better agreement and this may also be

11

an effect of molecular assymetry. With k = 0.7, the Huckel value

for n is in slightly "better agreement with 'experiment' but
j 3

the value predicted for pp would result in a value of a greaterJ J1 H
than the linewidth whereas no splitting is observed from this the

proton at this position. It seems that the Huckel method is less

accurate than the McLachlan method for small spin densities.

Values ofanc1- hence K, calculated by this method are there¬

fore highly suspect.
If

The Iiuckel densities pn , c are smaller than the corres-
J i °6

ponding McLachlan values and result in values of which are

in better agreement with the average McLachlan value for positions
"

,

1,4,8. The Huckel values of for those latterCki positions

show the usual increase over the McLachlan values.

(iv) C F H (table 11)
10 4 4

Use of = -28 gauss and the hypothetical splitting of

4.04 gauss (p.8l ) for the monomer cation results in a value of

O.576 for the totalp spin density. The total calculated negative
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TABLE 11 ; C F H (Fia.Vi)
10 4 4

If

KcLachlan Euokel

Position Spin Densities' Spin Densities (Expt.)

J°C J°F °"eff %ff
15455?8 0.191 O.oil 0.058 84.6 0.157 0.000 very 102.9

small

2,3,6,-J 0.068 0.075 0.144

aF,H
(gauss)

16.16

4.04
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spin density at the 9? 10 positions is -0.082 so that the spin

density in any of the four Cv C-F honds = (l-0.576+0.082)/4 i.e.

0,124. The calculated value of K = 0,058 and, neglecting overlap

spin density, p = 0.117. This results in an 'experimental'
in

value of Q = 138,1 which is in poor agreement with those obtained

from the Huckel and McLachlan values for p , In addition, the
J 1

calculated values of p„ are only about 50/® "the 'experimental'
J 2

values and use of k = O.85 presents little improvement. The

McLachlan values of IC for bothpositions of 0^qFq+, C-^FgE^*
and are approximately constant; for this species,

S"1

however, the value of K shows an approximate decrease of 40c/<

over those latter values. Furthermore, the Huckel value for

is 0, suggesting a minute value of K. Those anomalous trends

might suggest incorrect assignments for the observed hyperfine

splittings but it is difficult to see how this could arise (see

p. 85 ).

(v) iso.C F H (table 12)
10 4 4

The McLachlan value for pn is in good agreement with theSC5
'experimental' value but this is not the case for pn which is

* 6
twice as large. Unlikeof C^FgHg (p.120), which is of
comparable magnitude, use of k = 0,85 results in a value for

on = 0.039 which is still too high. Like the erroneously high
■1-6
value forop of C^qF,_H^ , this may be an effect of molecular
assymetry. This value of k, however, reproduces the 'experimental'
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TABLE 1.2 ; jgo.G F H (Fig.V5)
10 4 4

Position

JicLachlan

Spin Donsities

Iluckel

Spin Densities
J°C

(Expt.)

sfC J° 1? Kj°p^°C Qeff J°C J°F KJ°F^°C ^eff
1,4 0.273 0.029 0.106 71.5 0.206 0.042 0.204 94.8

2,3 O.055 0.007 0.127 118.4 O.067 0.014 0.209 97.2

5,8 0.118 0.111 O.O85

6,7 0.042 0.053 0.021

aFjH
(gauss)

19.53

6.51
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value for pn almost exactly.
J"5

'Sxperimenfcal' values for may 6e obtained in a manner

similar to that obtained for Ch ,.F.H. (p.125). The total spinjlu 4 4

density associated with the proton splittings (0.212) and. the

9j10 positions (-0.048) is O.I64. This leaves a total spin

density of 0.836 to be distributed amongst the four C~F bonds.

How the 'accurate' McLachlan values of Q for thcO£,$ fluorineseff r
/ -J- ~j~ \

of the same anion seem to "be constant (c8f» ^iq-^8 anc^* ^10^6^"2
Assuming this to be the case for iso.C1 F H s .0 , /.o„ =a /a =3.4 4 J ].°2 1 2
The spin density in either of theOG C-F bond.s is therefore

J/8 x O.836 = 0.314. Using the average value of K = 0.117 for

the 1?2 positions= U.218. This results in a value of

('experimental') = 69.4 in very good agreement with that obtained

from the McLachlan value for pn but in much poorer agreement
5° 1

with the higher value of Qg.^ obtained from' The-'McLachlan* • hi
value of pn is thus probably erroneous (c.f. o of C._FrH ).

J C2 J 6 10 5 3
It is significant that the McLachlan value of Q ££ for position 1
is considerably lower than those obtained for the corresponding

-f*
positions of C^Fg » ^10^6^2 ^ "*"S unc'ianSo6.. This is further
evidence for the marked dependance of this quantity on the Huckel

parameters employed (see p.28 ). Different predicted values of

K probably arise from erroneous values of . Hence the apparent

paradox that a value of K for position 6 of C^QF^HgH (p.121)
gives rise to a large-v value of Qg.^ for this position.

The larger- Huckel value for .0., results in a value of Q
$ 2 eff
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which is in better agreement with 'experiment' than the McLachlan

value for this position.

The experimental splittings for the radical cations of 1,5~
i

difluoronaphthalene and 4j4 - difluorobiphenyl, prepared "by
58

Fischer and. Zimmermann, have also been included in the correl¬

ation

(vi) C F H (table 11)
10 2 6

Experimentally the spin densities at positions 2,3 are

equivalent but, although the McLachlan value for pr is in fairly
i 2

good agreement with 'experiment', that for pn is about 50^ too
I 3

low and use of a value of k = O.85 presents little improvement.

On the other hand., jo is too high and is insensitive to variations
+

in h as well as in k (c.f. p of C.._F_H- , p.121)..

jc5 01 10 5 3
Calculation of an experimental value for Qg„„ in the manner

discussed above results in a value of 73.2 gauss which is not in

good agreement with the calculated Kuclcel and. McLachlan values

and. suggests an erroneously low McLachlan value for o_ , in
J 5

agreement with the erroneously high value for 0., . This 'experi-
J°4

mental' value is almost the same as that found, for iso. C^qF.H^.

(vii) C F K (liable 14)
12 2 8

The McLachlan value for p is in slightly better agreement

with 'experiment' than the Huckel value. In addition, the McLachlan
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TABLE 13 : C P II (?ir.35)
10 2 6

Position

I'lcLachlan

Spin Densities

??

Huckel

Spin Densities
J°c
(Expt.)

J° C J°F ICJ°1^°0 fc J°P KJ°p)°0 "eff
1,5 0.180 0.017 0.094 94.3 0.153 0.034 0.222 110.0

2,6 0.091 0.082 0.071

3,7 0.035 0.06l 0.071

COtA 0.218 O.I69 0.147

aP 5 H
(gauss)

16.98

1.98

1.98

4.12
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TABLE 14. : C F H (Fig.35)
12 2 8

t!

McLachlan Euckel ^ 0
Position Spin Densities Spin Densities (Expt.)

/F KJ°pj°C QeffJ°C J°P KJ°pj°C %ff
2,2* O.085 0.073 O.O98

3? 3 0.003 0.032

4,4' 0.175 0.024 0.137 110.2 0.141 0.035 0.248 136.7

aF,H
(gauss)

2.73

19.28

Note;

Since the "benzene rings forming the biphenyl molecule
0 1°7

are inclined at ca. 45 4o each other., the radical cation
1

of its 44 -difluoro derivative may also "be non-planar. This
would result in reduced resonance interaction "between the

rings and necessitate the use of a smaller value of^ cc (p.109)
for the "bond "between the rings, in order that accurate spin
densities may "be obtained. Accordingly, k was varied between

0.5 and 0.7 but this did not improve "the agreement between
calculated and 'experimental' values for .o„ x-rhereas the

v 2
McLachlan values for #o_ were changed only slightly. The

w a n
cation may therefore be'planar and the usual value ofK qq=1
was used.
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value of Qe££. is in good agreement vrith an 'experimental' value
of ca. 115 gauss but this latter value is subject to more uncert¬

ainty than usual because of difficulties in allowing for the spin

densities associated with the meta proton splittings which are

less than the linewidth (900 milligauss). The increased value

of is in agreement with an increased value of K over those

found, for the fluorinated naphthalene cations. It seems therefore

that the values of K vary from one type of fluorine substituted

aromatic nucleus to another.

1 75The anion of 44 -difluorobiphenyl has also been prepared

(p.22 ) and a fluorine splitting of 3.13 gauss observed (table I.).

Use of the McLachlan value of p = 0.208 found for the anion
-> 4

results in a value of = +14•6 gauss. This value of is

in poor agreement with the other values found, for fluorinated

anions e.g. +57 gauss (p.27 ) and +54.4 gauss (p.3" ). It is

difficult to see how this can be explained other than by an

erroneously low quoted value for a^,. The comments made on p.24
concerning pronounced 'charge effects' are still, however, valid.

It is apparent from the discussion given above that for those

positions of ^3.0^8' ? ^10^6^2+s ^10^5^3 where the McLachlan
values of pr are most likely to be accurate, values of

J n
(ca, 95 gauss) and If which are approximately constant are obtained.

Where this is not so, the errors in .0 can be ascribed to
-j n

effects of 'molecular assymetry'. The 'experimental' values of

Q^^for theC&j,/? positions of C^qF^H^ and iso.C^F^K^ ' are much
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smaller (ca. JO gauss) but, of the calculated McLachlan values,
-j~

only that for position 1 of iso.C^gF is in good agreement,
indicating errors in p- of the former and of the latter.

J"1 JW 2
This is confirmed by the poorer agreement of the calculated

and 'experimental' spin densities associated with the proton

splittings. Of the data obtained for those latter species,

therefore, only that for position 1 of iso.C^QF^H^ will be used
in the least squares fit. The lower value of found for

this position is not in good agreement with a value of K which

is approximately the same as those for theC6,^ positions of
•f* "j-

^10^8 9 ^10^6^2 an<^ is further evidence for the strong
H

dependence of this latter quantity on the Huclcel parameters h,k

employed. The McLachlan value of l"0*1 position 4 of C-^F^Hg
is. in good agreement with 'experiment' and suggests an accurate

value of pn . Furthermore, the larger value of K is in agree-
i 4

ment with the larger value of indicating that K does vary

from one type of substituted aromatic nucleus to another.

The hyperfine splitting and spin density data used in

performing the least squares fits is given in table 15.

Least squares fits of this data to the one and two parameter
F r

equations result in values of Q = +93.1 gauss, = +°3.3
61X 00

F o

gauss and = +298.9 gauss which are much larger than the
36

corresponding values obtained for fluorinated anions (p.36 )
F F

viz. Qeff = +54.5 gauss, Qcc = +48.1 gauss and = +146 gauss.
Nov; Fischer^ shov;s that qIL, is very sensitive to the McLachlanFF
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TABLE IS : Data for fluorinated .cations used in performing

.Iqast fa. C ^4)» (25).

Cation Position"'* aF

1 0.195 0.018 19.01

00Oi—I
o

2 0.050 0.006 4.78

1,4 0.1862 0.0182 17.89
°10P6H2

3 0.099 0.011 10.29

C1DP5H3 1,4,8 G.I702 0.O162 16.1

ieq. C10F4H4 1 0.273 0.029 19.53

°10P2H6 4 0.175 0.024 19.28

1
See p.116.

2
Average valxies (see p,12l)
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. . ,.F .

3'
F

values of whereas is not. The least squares fit values

p J
of for both cations and anions are therefore reasonably

accurate and> although an increase of 15.2 gauss is found for

this tcrmj the very large increase in Q (38.6 gauss) is also
eff

^F
due to a very large increase of 23.4 gauss in the term If SC,™.

The contribution to Q
^ from this term is 3.7 times as large

for the cations as for the anions (6.4 gauss). This order of

magnitude increase results in part from values of K which are

about twice as large as those found by Pischer for the fluorinated

anions (p, 35 ) > and also implies an increase of ca. 80 ~ 90/&
P

in 0 which is very similar to that found. The smaller values■Pi1

of If for anions result from the presence of strongly electron-

withdrawing groups tending to decrease the spin density on fluorine.

The larger hyperfine splittings in fluorinated cations (25)

thus resu.lt from

/ \ J F
(1) An increase of ca. 30%. in which is twice as large

as the corresponding increase in (p«14).

(2) Increased values of s although this might not be the

case if the corresponding anions did not contain strongly electron-

with drawing groups.

(3) A very large increase (ca. 100c]k) in the atomic term Q^jp»
e.g. the contribution of 0^ to the at splitting of the octa-

J P
fluoronaphthalene cation is about half that of Qqq^q.

In G attempts are made to show how those large increases in
F p

Qqq5 Qjpp ariseo
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C. Spin Polarisation Parameters

n

F
The term Qnr, is almost certainly positive in sign. This

w Vy

nO

is apparent,,, both from the theory of Pople and Santry (p.28)

and from the two parameter least squares fits for cations and

anions (p.132). Furthermore, use of a three parameter equation

(p.36 ) to correlate experimental splittings with calculated
F F

spin densities results in values of and Q^p, which are probably
F

erroneous. This value for Q^, is very large and positive and is
simi lar to those obtained by earlier workers^^?°^9'^ on the

F F
basis of negative values for Qqq« Those large values for
are in very poor agreement with those obtained from the most

accurate calculations of the total fluorine Is, 2s spin densities
87 88

at the nucleus, 9 based on the assumption that the fluorine

atom in a C-F fragment behaves as if it had zero orbital angular
F

momentum. It seems, therefore, that the values of are

+48.I gauss and -i-63»3 gauss for anions and cations respectively

(p.132) and. that those values are reasonably accurate. Although
F

the absolute values of 0^ are less certain owing to the uncert¬
ainties inan increase of about 100$> in this term is observed

for cations. It now remains to explain this large increase and.
P

that of Qcc.
An obvious way of doing so is to attempt to perform accurate

calculations of the terms both for cations and anions. As dis-

80
cussed extensively in chapter I, Murrell and Iiinchliffe have

P
attempted, to calculate Q„r, for anions but the value of -11 gausso u
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(p.33 ) which they obtain is in poor agreement with that quoted

above. Although those authors have made a number of other

significant approximations (p.34 ) in calculating this term and
F

other terms "th® largest errors are likely to arise from

three sources

1) Inaccuracies in the calculated atomic orbital coefficients

a. , a * (p.34 )♦icn rn

2) Inaccuracies arising from the fact that (28) is accurate

only to a first order in perturbation theory.

3) Inaccuracies arising from omission of contributions to

the terms Q^p from many of the excited configurations^/,^ —)V|/ .

Kou the calculation of Q?TJ has been extended to secondC/lj.

20
order in perturbation theory " ' and a contribution found which

was approximately equal to 25^that of the first order (lO).

This additional contribution is equal to

-2 ^EaE-1JJfB(l)fA(2)l<'^r1JfB(2)fA(l)^1iT2 (58)
where the terms are defined on p.9* It is easily seen from

J?
(28) that the corresponding second order contribution to Q__ is1/1/

equal to

F
2 T

CG

F
and the total expression for is therefore obtained by addition

of this term to the right hand side of the latter equation.

This expression has been used by the author in an attempt to
F

calculate for cations and. anions. In order to do so, however,
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it was first necessary to obtain (Torbitals for both

positive and negative C-F aromatic fragments. This was accomplished

by performing Gl-IDO calculations (pj.ll) on the hypothetical

radical cation and anion of perfluorobutadiene, using the con¬

figuration shown in fig. 36. The bonds between C and I>h and C
2 3 3

and F^ simulate such fragments and the carbon and fluorine 2s
and 2p valence shell atomic orbital coefficients a, s a '

x,y, ?, lor rn

(29) of the (Torbitals are easily obtained from the CffDO output

data. Since onljr valence shell atomic orbitals can be used in

CNDO calculations, the carbon and fluorine Is atomic orbitals

must be regarded as non-bonding. Since GIT DO is an approximate

oCF method taking into account electronic repulsion in an approx¬

imate manner, the atonic orbital coefficients are more accurate
80

than those obtained by Iiurrell. Furthermore, by performing

calculations on both anion and cation, allowance is made for the

effects of 'excess charge' on the magnitudes of those coefficients.

Unfortunately, the output data indicates a large number of <r

orbitals having significant and F^ atomic orbital coefficients.
F

Any accurate calculation of must include all configurations

corresponding to all transitions^/^. —beti^een such orbitals.

IfVk = ^lC2s^2C2Px+ak3C2py-fV'12s+al,5F2Pxt-alc6F2ny
(60)

andVr = arlC2s+ar2G?px+ar3G2py"i"ar4F2s":"ar5P2px +ar6P2py
the molecular exchange integral in (28) is equal to
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aklarXC2s^1^'C^^^C<'1')02E^2^) +aMar2^C2s^1^(2^^1)C2px(2]^
(61)

+ak3.ar3C^2s^1 2^^q( 1) "2^(2^ +...aic6ar6^P2py^1 )TC^ 2^"^C^1 ^2py^ 2
and the corresponding integral in (59) is equal to

aklSl2(°2sh)<'2s(^|02s(l)C2B(2))«kl2ariar2(02i!(l)02a(2)|
°2sh)oa (2||

(62)

+akl2arlar3(C2s(l)C2f.<2,l C2B'1)°2py(2)) +• • •\6!ir6

<%yh>%y(2>KPya>%y(
where the atomic integral

(Xn(i)Trc(2)|TTc(i)xn,(s)) AJ-n-odJ^.aTjdt2 (S3)

It can be seen from those expressions that 21 different atomic

integrals are required to evaluate the first order contribution

to arising from the excitationvj/^ —but that many more

integrals (actual number = 210) are required to evaluate the

second order contribution. Those atomic integrals are mainly
1?8

coulomb and hybrid " with only a few exchange type integrals.

Although a computer programme was available for evaluating the

exchange integrals, there was no such programme for evaluating

the hybrid integrals, and the coulomb integrals would need to be
129calculated by interpolation from Roothaan's tables. It

would also be necessary to write a computer programme to sum the
2 ?

products a. a , (6l) and a. "a ~ (62) over all significantA
icn rn' N ' kn rn' v '

excited configurations. This procedure would have to be carried
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out both for cation and anion. It is therefore apparent that
F

performing accurate calculations of Qnn is a large task which

the author could not undertake in the time available. Furthermore,

the task may not be worth the effort involved since the advent

of the INDO method (p.112) enables hyperfine splittings to be

directly evaluated and makes spin polarisation parameters of

academic interest only.

F
An alternative way of explaining the difference in Qnrl is

to show in which parts of the calculation the changes occur.

From previous discussions (ps.34, 35) , it is clear that those

changes result from effects of excess charge 011 the atomic orbital

coefficientsa, .a .(6l) and the atomic integrals (63). Tokn' rn?v / 0 N '

show this, let us consider only the most important contribution
F

to viz. that arising from the transition between the highest

and. lowest bonding and anti-bonding <T"orbitals, , of the

(C~F)~ fragments. Those orhitals are obtained from the approp¬

riate and F^ (Fig.36) atomic orbital coefficients, assuming
2

sp hybridisation for the former and sp for the latter, and are

given in table l6.

Although small changes in the other atomic orbital coefficients

of are also observed between (C-F)^ and (C~F), the fluorine

2s coefficient for (C-F) is numerically twice as large as for

(C~F)I This is also the case for the fluorine 2s coefficients

of ^ but, in addition, large percentage changes are observed in
some of the other coefficients. The product of the 2s fluorine
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TABLE 16. ; CKPQ atomic orbital, coefficients of A . A
+ «B

t.Q£.

(C-P) (c-p)"

t; i 1; K
Atom

c2g 0.039 0.382 0.027 0.438

°2px 0.007 0.035 0.006 -0.128

°2py 0.387 -0.051 0.418 -0.001

0.004 -0.068 0.008 -0.1382s

P2px 0,041 "0tl52 0.049 -0.271



bonding and antibonding coefficients is thus algebraically 4

times smaller for (C-F) as for (C-F) .r The density at the fluorine

nucleus - xn )(i)<) (i) (p0 30) is therefore also algebra-X 1' f i.) ii.

ically 4 times smaller for (C~F). Since this term multiplies

the whole sum in (6l)9 it can be seen that those changes in the

fluorine 2s coefficients are very significant indeed. Less

significance can be attached to changes j.11 the other coefficients

without first evaluating all the atomic integrals in (61),, (62)

and comparing with the contributions from other excited config¬

urations.

Only 3 of the 15 atomic integrals associated with the first
F 1'

order contribution to from the excited configuration w

(jb are exchange integrals. One of those has been evaluated to
show the changes occurring between cation and anion. It seemed

appropriate to select the integral )Trc(2)|irc(i)i?2s(2))
(60) sincej by analogy with the coefficients and with the work

of Vincow (p. 11 ) the changes might be greatest for integrals

involving F atomic orbit,als. Unfortunately energy minimised
°

-L

carbon and fluorine atomic orbital exponents for the (C-F)

fragments do not exist. Hijikata"'""^ has5 however9 obtained,

energy minimised exponents for F' and. F in the atomic structures

FF' and FF and those were used in conjunction with similar
-1- - 131

exponents for C and. C obtained from the data of Krauss.

The integrals were evaluated using a programme due to Bernardi

and Paiusco (see appendix) and are given in table 17.
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TABLE,17 i Values of the integral <f uMJjdai mr <2»
2s G C 2s

in (C-F)~ fragments

(C-P)(C--F)~
Atom

^
Exponents Integral(a.u.) Exponents Integral(a.u. )

Fgc, 2.620 2.530
0.306 x 10"~2 0.420 x lo"2

"TfG 1.30 I.567

1 . .

atomic unixs
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Although CvT is algebraically less than o&rthe
value of this integral associated with (C~F)"~ is algebraically

greater than that associated with (C~F)' by about 35a» This

arises from the fact that both carbon and fluorine orbital

exponents in the (C—F)' fragment are larger than in the (C-F)~

fragment. The other two exchange integrals associated with

the excited configuration —) <j)^ would probably be greater
""" ?1

for (G—F) also. This is the order found by Bolton for the
V

corresponding exchange integral for (C-H) viz. (1 )JT(2J^TT(1)
s ( 2 )\ (ll). By contrast, the other integral in this equation,

which is the sum of two coulomb integrals,

was found to be larger for (C—K)i By analogy with this, the

coulomb and possibly the hybrid integrals may be also larger

for (C-F)' and the overall effect of excess charge on the integral*
f F ""1 +

as distinct from the coefficients, may be to increase j | .

There is little point, however, in premature speculation and

more work is necessary before any such statement can be made

with certainty. It has been shown that significant changes in

both coefficients and integrals occur between (C-F) and (C~F)1
F

The term cannot be directly evaluated in Murrell and
go

Hinchliffe's calculation." This is due to the fact that the

most important excited configurations contributing to this term

(p.32 ) involve transitions from the fluorine Is orbital which

is not included in their atomic orbital basis set for the C~F

fragment. Furthermore, there is no way of allowing for the
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infinity of the fluorine s orbitals in the transitions F, —* F .Is ns

°>6
On the other hand? Fischer and Colpa, who include the Is

F
orbital, maintain that the contributions to Q^-, from those
transitions and from the transitions Cg —J F , are probably
small and consider only the contribution from the single transition

F^( Cfr, Thejr found,, however, that the molecular integral
(28) associated with this transition

is very sensitive to the detailed form of the basis set used to

construct the bonding and anti-bonding orbitals, 0^, and 00. A
negative contribution could in fact be obtained. It is therefore

r f -s i
apparent that the differences existing in Q,^ 1 cannot be
explained by direct calculation.

Nevertheless, it is significant that the experimental

value of r&] = -j-146 gauss, although possibly inaccurate (p.3&)
is not too far removed from the most accurate value of +70 gauss

(p.35 ), calculated on the assumption that a fluorine atom in a

C-F fragment behaves as if the orbital angular momentum were

completely quenched. Now this latter value was obtained from the

total Is,2s spin densities at the nucleus of a free fluorine atom
88

using highly accurate spin polarisation wave functions which

make allowance for a large degree of electron correlation. It

would be more appropriate to calculate from the total

spin density at the nucleus of the F ion since the difference

between theory and experiment may result from effects of 'excess

charge'. Unfortunately spin polarisation wave functions for
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F* F~ are not yet available so that the total spin density at the

nuclei of those ions cannot be calculated. It appears, however,

that this presents the best way of explaining the very large
F

difference in Q™ occurring between radical anions and cations.
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G0IJCLUSI01

It has been found possible to prepare the radical cations

of octafluoronaphthalene and of someS H-substituted derivatives,

The single parameter equation

vr,iT ■ rr S*■J ^ KU AiOS Pt C! K=V J

*F ^effPc
jr x' \ Jj y

where Q varies as K= /a^, has been used to
o

correlate the hyperfine splittings in the E.S.R. spectra with

HcLachlan spin density calculations of o^9 p^. For thoseOv,^p
+ -I- +

positions of C., APC 9C1_.F^H„ 9C,,,FrE^ s at which the predicted^ 10 8 10 6 2 10 5 3

values of o„ are most likely to be accurate- the values of Q
J C' ef"

(ca.95 gauss) and IC (ca.O.l) are approximately constant. Those

values of K were found to be highly dependant on the Euckel

parameters employed as shown for position 1 of iso. C^^F^H^(pJL27)
where the lower value of Q is not in agreement with a predictedGl I

value of K which is approximately the same as those found for
+ + '

^10^8 9^10^6^2 * -*-arSc;r value of Q f°r Ike 4*4 positions
t

of the radical cation of 44- -difluorobiphenyl is, however, in

agreement with an increased value of K indicating that this

quantity varies from one type of substituted, aromatic nucleus

to another. A least squares fit of a^ to pn results in a value'S<
of Q ^ = +93.1 gauss which is much larger than the corresponding

86
value of +54»5 gauss obtained by Fischer for fluorinated anions,

It has also been shown that the hyperfine splitting data

is best accommodated by the two parameter equation
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=

%C^C + ^fpPF
F

with a positive value for and that use of the three parameter

equation

F , „ \ F
®F QCC|c +(QCF+ S'O^GF + '^FF^F

to correlate the values of a^ with calculated spin densities
F F

results in values of and which are probably erroneous.

F * 06
The very large value of <4^ (ca.931 gauss) so obtained is

F
similar to those found by earlier workers who assumed Q„n was

K F
negative, by analogy with Qnrr. Although the value of =Oil 0 0

+83.3 gauss obtained from a least squares fit to the two parameter

equation shows an approximate increase of 35/a over the correspond-

ing value of +48.1 gauss for fluorinated anions, the value of
F J

Qjpp = +289.9 gauss has increased by about 100%. Since the values
of K also show an overall increase of about 100)4 "the large hyper-

fine splittings in fluorinated cations are due to a large increase

/ \ F
(,ca.4) in the term

J F
Attempts have been made to show that the increases in
F

and Qjpj, result from effects of 'excess charge' on certain terms
used in their calculation,
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APPENDIX

!• McLaohlan Spin Density Programme

McLachlan spin density calculations were performed on an

1 ^2
IBM 1620 computer using a programme written By D. H, Levy in

Fortran II, for an IBM 7090 and modified for the 1&20 "by Dr. C.
t> ,,

Thomson. The programme calculates both Huckel and HcLachlan

spin densities from input data consisting of the constant A and

the non-zero elements of the initial secular determinant.

2. CliDO Programme

CNDO calculations were performed on an IBM 360/44 computer

using a programme, written by Segal in Fortran IV for an IBM

7090, obtained- through the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange.

The programme was modified for the 3^0 series by Dr.C. Thomson.

The input data consists of the geometry of the radical specified

as the atomic numbers and cartesian co-ordinates of the atoms and

also the multiplicity of the state. Output data includes the

interatomic distances,'overlap matrices, 3CF eigenvalues, eigen¬

vectors and bond orders with separate listings for the06 and

electrons of an open-shell system.

3. iytegpa,; Prpflpcpno

The two centre exchange integrals were evaluated using a

programme written in Fortran IV by F. Bernardi and G. Paiusco for
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an IBM 7094 computer and modified for the IBM 3^0/44 by Br,. G.

Thomson. The input parameters are those needed to specify the

four orbitals, the corresponding species of Basic charge distrib¬

utions and the interatomic distances. In addition, it is necessary
» 133

to provide the matrix of the co-efficients w and w*'.
sq sq

Output data consists of the values of the integrals.
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